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Introduction
It is a celebrated result of Mather that the group of Ck–diffeomorphisms of an n–manifold is
simple [35, 36], provided that a mild isotopy condition is satisfied, with the possible exception of
k “ n` 1. The purpose of this article is mostly expository, and in it we give a detailed account
of Mather’s proof in the case when n “ 1.
The content of this article can be divided broadly into two parts. The first part is to give a
complete and self-contained account of the proof in the case of dimension 1. Mather’s original
articles assume the familiarity with some analytic and topological methods such as concave
moduli, fragmentation and the Epstein–Ling Theorem. In the present manuscript, we concentrate
on conveying the key ideas of his proof, including relevant background. To achieve this first
goal more efficiently, we focus on the one–dimensional case and avoid the notational confusion
introduced by the case of general smooth manifolds.
The reader will find that at the technical heart of the proof lies in the construction of a norm-
reduction operator in Section 5. In detailing this construction, we will refine Mather’s original
result and establish the simplicity of Ck,α diffeomorphism groups of R, where α is a “tame”
concave modulus. We will also indicate how the same ideas apply to general n ą 1 manifolds.
The second part is to survey some recent results of the first two authors regarding isomorphism
types of finitely generated subgroups of one-dimensional diffeomorphism groups. In particular,
we deduce from our refined versions of Mather’s results that homomorphisms between one–
dimensional diffeomorphism groups with relatively weak hypotheses on the relevant moduli of
continuity are very restricted, as observed in [27].
Date: April 19, 2019.
Key words and phrases. diffeomorphism group, simple group, modulus of continuity, fragmentation lemma,
Mather invariant, critical regularity, sub-tame, sup-tame.
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1. Main objectives
A concave modulus (of continuity) is a homeomorphism
α : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q
that is concave as a function. For instance, the map ωspxq :“ xs is a concave modulus for each
s P p0, 1s. The moduli tωsusPp0,1s are sometimes called the Ho¨lder moduli.
Let f : X Ñ Y be a map between metric spaces. We set
rf sα “ sup
x‰y in X
dpfx, fyq
α ˝ dpx, yq .
We say f is α–continuous if rf sα ă 8. More weakly, if each point in X has a neighborhood U
such that rf ↾U sα ă 8, then f is said to be Cα, or locally α–continuous.
Here and throughout this article, we will alternate between the notation fx and fpxq for a
function f applied to a point x. We will opt for the first notation to avoid large numbers of
parentheses, and for the second when confusion might arise otherwise.
Lemma 1.1. If α is a concave modulus, every compactly supported real-valued locally α–continuous
map on a metric space is α–continuous.
Proof. This follows from a standard compactness argument, as we illustrate for the convenience
of the reader. Let f : X Ñ R be the given locally α–continuous map. Pick a finite number of
open sets
U1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Um,
where here
supp f Ă
mď
i“1
Ui,
and f↾Ui is α–continuous for each i. Set
U0 “ Xzsupp f,
and let δ be the Lebesgue number of the open cover
tU0, U1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Umu.
Then for any distinct x, y P X , we have two cases. If dpx, yq ă δ, then x, y P Ui for some i so
that
dpfa, fbq ď α ˝ dpx, yq ¨max rf ↾Uisα.
If dpx, yq ě δ, then
dpfa, fbq ď 2‖f‖8 ď α ˝ dpx, yq ¨
2‖f‖8
αpδq . 
Now, suppose that X and Y are smooth, orientable manifolds of dimensions m and n, respec-
tively. For an integer k ě 0, a Ck–map g : X Ñ Y is said to be Ck,α if each point in X admits a
coordinate neighborhood U such that the restriction pDkgq ↾U is α–continuous. Here, we regard
U Ď Rm so that pDkgq ↾U is a map from U to LppRmqk,Rnq, the space of k–linear maps.
In the sequel, the notation r¨s means that the notation in the square bracket forms an optional
hypothesis and may be omitted. For example, if we assert a statement on Ckr,αs maps, the
statement is meant for Ck and also for Ck,α maps. We will write that a map is Ck,bv if it is Ck
and if the kth derivative is of bounded variation.
The support of a diffeomorphism g on a manifold X is defined as
supp g “ XzFix g “ tx P X | gx ‰ xu.
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This notion of support is sometimes called the closed support, which serves to distinguish it from
the analogously defined open support used by some authors. We say g is compactly supported if
supp g is compact. We set
Diff
kr,αs
` pXq “ tg : X Ñ X | g is orientation preserving Ckr,αs diffeomorphismu;
Diffkr,αsc pXq “ tg P Diffkr,αs` pXq | g is compactly supportedu;
DpX ; kr, αsq “ tg P Diffkr,αsc pXq | there exists an isotopy tgtu Ď Diffkr,αsc pXq such that
g0 “ Id, g1 “ g, and Yt supp gt is boundedu.
All these sets are in fact groups; see Proposition 2.1.
Remark 1.2. The group DpX ; kq may not coincide with the group
tg | g P Diffkc pXq, g is isotopic to the identityu,
even when M “ Rn, with n ě 2. See [46], for instance.
Definition 1.3. Let α be a concave modulus.
(1) We say α is sup-tame if limtÑ0` supxą0 tαpxq{αptxq “ 0.
(2) We say α is sub-tame if limtÑ0` supxą0 αptxq{αpxq “ 0.
(3) A tame pair is a tuple pi, αq such that one of the following holds:
‚ i “ 0 and α is sup-tame;
‚ i “ 1 and α is sub-tame;
‚ i P Zzt0, 1u.
For instance, the modulus ωspxq “ xs is both sup-tame and sub-tame for s P p0, 1q. The
Lipschitz modulus ω1pxq “ x is sub-tame, but not sup-tame.
Equipped with this terminology, we posit the following refinements of Mather’s results in
[35, 36].
Theorem 1.4 (Mather’s Theorem, refined). If X is a smooth n–manifold without boundary, and
if pk ´ n, αq is a tame pair, then the group DpX ; k, αq is simple. In particular, if k P Nztn` 1u
then DpX ; kq is simple.
Remark 1.5. The second conclusion of Mather’s Theorem holds for k “ 0 and k “ 8 as well.
The former is classical (Anderson, Chernavski, Kirby, Edwards [1, 45]) and the second is due to
Thurston (Thurston [47, 5, 23, 22, 34]).
In this article, we describe the proof of Mather’s Theorem for the case when n “ 1, which
reads as follows.
Theorem 1.6 (Mather’s Theorem for one–manifolds, further refined). The following groups are
simple.
(1) Diffkc pRq and Diffk`pS1q, where k P Nzt2u;
(2) Diffk,αc pRq and Diffk,α` pS1q, where pk ´ 1, αq is a tame pair;
(3)
Ť
sąr Diff
s
cpRq and
Ť
sąr Diff
s
`pS1q for r ě 1;
(4)
Ş
săr Diff
s
cpRq and
Ş
săr Diff
s
`pS1q for r ą 3.
Remark 1.7. If k P t1, 2u, it is not known whether or not Diffk,αc pRq is simple for all concave
moduli α. Let Diffk`bvc pMq be the group of compactly supported Ck diffeomorphisms f of M
such that f pkq is of bounded variation. Mather [37] constructed a nontrivial homomorphism from
the group Diff1`bvc pRq into R, thus showing that group is not simple.
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Let M P tI, S1,Ru, and let G ď Homeo`pMq be a countable group. We define the critical
regularity of G to be
CritRegpGq “ supts | G ď Diffs`pMqu.
The critical regularity of a group is, in a precise sense, the smoothest possible incarnation of a
group acting on M .
The reason for considering countable subgroups of Homeo`pMq comes from a result of Deroin–
Kleptsyn–Navas [11] which implies that such a group is topologically conjugate to a group of
Lipschitz homeomorphisms, so that we generally have the a priori bound CritRegpGq ě 1 for
any countable group of homeomorphisms.
Critical regularity of groups of homeomorphisms falls into a more general problem of finding
“optimal” regularities pk, αq such that a subgroupG ď Homeo`pMq can be realized as a subgroup
of Diffk,α` pMq, where here α may be a general modulus of continuity and not just a Ho¨lder
modulus. In [27], the second and third authors developed a general framework for constructing
countable (and in fact finitely generated) groups with specified critical regularities. For details
and precise statements of results, we refer the reader to Section 6.
The reason for considering critical regularity in the context of Mather’s Theorem is that the
methods of [27] can be used to severely restrict homomorphisms between diffeomorphism groups
of R for non–integer regularities.
Mann [32] proved that there are no injective homomorphisms
DiffpcpRq Ñ DiffqcpRq
for integers q ą p ě 3. From Theorems 1.6 and the critical regularity result 6.8 below, we can
obtain the following generalization of Mann’s result.
Corollary 1.8. Every homomorphism of the following type is trivial.
‚ DiffrcpRq Ñ
Ť
sąr Diff
s
cpRq for each real number r P r1,8qzt2u;
‚ Şsăr DiffscpRq Ñ DiffrcpRq for each real number r ą 3.
Notes and references. This note is largely based on Mather’s papers on the topic [35, 36].
Some of the background material follows the original ideas of Higman, Epstein [13] and Ling [31].
The reader may refer to a more concisely written account of Thurston’s proof for the C8 case
in [5]. Another source of detailed calculations regarding Mather’s works for general dimensions
can be found in [21]. Tsuboi gave an alternative proof of Mather’s Theorem in [49].
As far as the authors are aware, the generalizations of Mather’s Theorem as in parts (2)
through (4) of Theorem 1.6, and as in Corollary 1.8 have not appeared in the literature, except
in [27] where it is stated without proofs. Mather considered hypotheses that are more restrictive
than the tameness conditions used in this note. Some of the tools required for our generalizations
are necessarily new and possibly interesting in their own right. We refer the reader to Theorem 2.2
and to Lemma 2.10, for instance.
Section 6 on critical regularity is based on the joint work of the second and the third au-
thors [27].
2. Concave moduli
For the remainder of this article, we letM denote a connected one–manifold without boundary;
namely, M P tR, S1u. We will let k denote a positive integer, and let α : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q be a
concave modulus. By convention, we often extend α to R by the relation αp´xq “ αpxq. We will
equip S1 with the usual angular metric dangular. Note that DpR; kr, αsq “ Diffkr,αsc pRq and that
DpS1; kr, αsq “ Diffkr,αs` pS1q.
In this section, we establish the following:
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Proposition 2.1. The set DpM ; kr, αsq is a group under composition.
More importantly, we will prove that each Ck–diffeomorphism of M admits an“optimal regu-
larity” Ck,β in the following sense. This theorem is particularly useful for us (and seems new to
us) since a group written as a union of perfect subgroups is perfect itself.
Theorem 2.2. We have
DpM ; kq “
ď
tDpM ; k, βq | β is a concave modulusu
“
ď
tDpM ; k, γq | γ is a sup-tame modulusu.
Moreover, for each family of concave moduli F0, there exists another family F of concave moduli
such that č
tDpM ; k, µq | µ P F0u “
ď
tDpM ; k, νq | ν P Fu.
2.1. Group structure. Let us define a set of integer tuples
Ak “
#
pj1, . . . , jiq | 1 ă i ă k, 1 ď j1 ď j2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ji,
iÿ
t“1
jt “ k
+
.
In particular, we have A1 “ A2 “ H.
Lemma 2.3 ([35]). If k ě 2, then there exists a set of nonnegative integers tCγ | γ P Aku such
that whenever we are given with Ck–maps between open intervals U, V,W as
U
g
// V
f
// W ,
we have that
pf ˝ gqpkq “ pf pkq ˝ gqpg1qk ` pf 1 ˝ gqgpkq `
ÿ
γPAk
Cγpf piq ˝ gq
iź
t“1
gpjtq.
In particular, if f and g are Ck,α, then so is f ˝ g.
In the above, we used an abbreviationÿ
γPAk
p¨q “
ÿ
1ăiăk
γ“pj1,...,jiqPAk
p¨q .
Proof. The first part is established by a straightforward induction. Note that the multiplication
of two Cα maps are Cα. Moreover, the (post- or pre-)composition of a Cα map with a Lipschitz
continuous map is Cα. The second part thus follows. 
Notation 2.4. We will repeatedly use the last term appearing in the conclusion of Lemma 2.3,
which we write more succinctly as
Pkpf, gq :“
ÿ
γPAk
Cγpf piq ˝ gq
iź
t“1
gpjtq.
By setting g “ f´1 in Lemma 2.3, we obtain the following:
Lemma 2.5. For open intervals U, V Ď M and for a C1–diffeomorphism f : U Ñ V , we have
that pf´1q1 “ 1{pf 1 ˝ f´1q. If f is Ck for some k ě 2, then we have
pf´1qpkq “ ´pf pkq ˝ f´1qppf´1q1qk`1 ´
ÿ
1ăiăk
γ“pj1,...,jiqPAk
Cγpf piq ˝ f´1q
iź
t“0
pf´1qpjtq,
where we set j0 “ 1. In particular, if f is Ck,α then so is f´1.
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Proposition 2.1 is immediate from the above two lemmas.
2.2. Optimal concave moduli. The concavity of α has several important consequences as
follows, which we will repeatedly use. The proof of the next lemma is immediate.
Lemma 2.6 (cf. [27]). The following holds for a concave modulus α.
(1) The function x{αpxq is monotone increasing on r0,8q.
(2) For all C ą 0 and x ě 0, we have that
minpC, 1qαpxq ď αpCxq ď maxpC, 1qαpxq.
We fix the notation Tx “ x` 1 and consider the group of 1–periodic homeomorphisms of the
real line
HomeoZpRq “ tf P Homeo`pRq | f ˝ T “ T ˝ fu.
Observe that the natural projection p : RÑ S1 determines a central extension
1Ñ xT y Ñ HomeoZpRq Ñ Homeo`pS1q Ñ 1.
Here, we identified S1 “ R{Z. We will write
Diff
kr,αs
Z
pRq “ Diffkr,αs` pRq XHomeoZpRq.
We denote by C
rαs
Z
pRq the set of real–valued [Cα] continuous maps f on R such that f ˝ T “ f .
A homeomorphism f : R Ñ R is called eventually 1–periodic if f ˝ T pxq “ T ˝ fpxq outside
some compact interval. We write
HomeoeppRq “ tf P Homeo`pRq | f is eventually 1-periodicu,
Diffkr,αsep pRq “ Diffkr,αs` pRq XHomeoeppRq.
Similarly, we denote by C
rαs
ep pRq the set of real–valued [Cα] continuous maps f on R such that
f ˝ T pxq “ fpxq for all x outside some compact interval. For ˚ P tc,Z, epu, note that each map
in Cα˚ pRq is (globally) α–continuous.
We note that each compactly supported real-valued map has an optimal modulus β:
Proposition 2.7. Let ˚ P tc,Z, epu. Then for each f P C˚pRq, there exists a concave modulus
β such that
f P Cβ˚ pRq “
č
tCα˚ pRq | α is a concave modulus and f P Cα˚ pRqu.
Moreover, two such concave moduli β1, β2 have the same germs at 0 up to Lipschitz equivalence.
The last sentence means that there exist δ ą 0 and C ą 1 satisfying
1{C ď β1pxq{β2pxq ď C
for all x P p0, δq.
Proof. Define µ : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q by
µptq :“ sup t|fx´ fy| : |x´ y| ď tu
By the uniform continuity of f , we see that µ is monotone increasing, continuous and subadditive.
Therefore, if we define
µsptq :“ p1` t{sqµpsq,
we see that µptq ď µsptq for all s, t ą 0.
We define F to be the family of continuous, monotone increasing, concave functions
ν : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q
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such that µpxq ď νpxq for all x. This family is nonempty since tµs : s ą 0u Ď F . Define
β0pxq :“ inf
νPF
νpxq.
Then β0 is concave and satisfies β0p0q “ 0. Moreover, we see that
µpxq ď β0pxq ď inf
są0
µspxq ď µxpxq “ 2µpxq.
It follows that
β “ β0 ` Id: r0,8q Ñ r0,8q
is a concave modulus satisfying µ ď β ď 2µ` Id. In particular, we obtain f P Cβ˚ pRq.
Now, suppose f P Cα˚ pRq for a concave modulus α. We set R “ diam supp f if ˚ “ c, and we
set R “ 1 otherwise. For 0 ă t ď R, we have
βptq ď 2µptq ` t ď p2rf sα `R{αpRqqαptq.
This implies Cβ˚ pRq Ď Cα˚ pRq, whence the desired conclusion.
Finally, for any two concave moduli β1, β2 satisfying the condition, the last inequality shows
that there exists R ą 0 and C ą 0 such that for 0 ă t ď R we have
β1ptq ď Cβ2ptq, β2ptq ď Cβ1ptq.
These inequalities imply that they have the same germs at 0 up to Lipschitz equivalence.

In the proof of Proposition 2.7, the map β0 is called the least concave majorant (LCM) of µ.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. For the case M “ R we have DpR; kr, αsq “ Diffkr,αsc pRq, so that we
can substitute Diff ¨cpRq for DpM ; ¨q. For the case M “ S1, we note that the central extension
obtained from p : RÑ S1 gives rise to an exact sequence
1Ñ xT y Ñ Diffkr,αs
Z
pRq Ñ Diffkr,αs` pS1q “ DpS1; kr, αsq Ñ 1.
Thus, we only need to consider the groups Diff
k,rαs
˚ pRq for ˚ P tc,Zu.
Let f P Diffk˚pRq. By applying Proposition 2.7 to pf ´ Idqpkq P C˚pRq, we obtain a concave
modulus β such that f P Diffk,rβs˚ pRq. Fix δ ą 0 such that βpδq ă 1, and define the concave
modulus
γpxq “ βpxqs : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q
for s P p0, 1q. Then γpxq is sup-tame since tβspxq{βsptxq ď t1´s for x P p0,8q and t P p0, 1q. We
also have that 0 ă βpxq ă γpxq for x P p0, δq, whence f P Diffk,γ˚ pRq.
For the second part, F0 is given, and we define F to be the family of concave moduli α such
that
Cα˚ pRq Ď
č
tCµ˚pRq : µ P F0u.
Pick an arbitrary
f P
č
tDiffk,µ˚ pRq | µ P F0u.
By Proposition 2.7, there exists a concave modulus β P F such that pf ´ Idqpkq P Cβ˚ pRq. In
particular, f P Diffk,β˚ pRq. This implies the conclusion. 
Recall our notation ωspxq “ xs, where s P p0, 1s. For the sake of notational compactness, we
will write
DpM ; k ` sq “ DpM ; k, ωsq.
If r P R, we denote the largest integer that is strictly less than r as
xry “ ´t´ru´ 1.
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For instance x1.1y “ 1 and x1y “ 0. The second part of Theorem 2.2 implies the following.
Corollary 2.8. Let r ą 1 be real. There exists a family of concave moduli F such thatč
săr
DpM ; sq “
ď
αPF
DpM ; xry, αq.
2.3. Locally defined concave moduli. It is often the case that a concave modulus µ is only
locally defined; that is, µ is given as a concave homeomorphism µ : r0, δq Ñ r0, δ1q for some small
δ, δ1 ą 0. For instance, Mather uses moduli which are only defined near zero [35].
In the following lemmas, we observe that such a locally defined concave map µ can be replaced
by a globally defined concave modulus β : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q without affecting the functions which
are controlled by it. Furthermore, the tameness conditions can be certified by the local conditions
described below.
Lemma 2.9. Let α be a concave modulus.
(1) The map α is sup-tame if and only if there exists t0 ą 0 satisfying
sup
xą0
t0αpxq{αpt0xq ă 1.
(2) The map α is sub-tame if and only if there exists t0 ą 0 satisfying
sup
xą0
αpt0xq{αpxq ă 1.
Proof. Only if part is clear from the definition of tameness.
For (1), suppose that t0 ą 0 satisfies the condition of the lemma. Since x{αpxq is monotone
increasing, so is the map
F ptq :“ sup
xą0
tαpxq{αptxq “ t sup
xą0
αpxq{αptxq,
which is defined for each 0 ă t ď t0. Moreover, for each 0 ă t ď minpt0,
?
t0q we have
F pt2q “ sup
xą0
t2αpxq{αpt2xq “ sup
xą0
tαpxq{αptxq ¨ tαptxq{αpt2xq ď F ptq2.
Since the function F is monotone increasing and nonnegative, the limit limtÑ0` F ptq exists.
For all positive integer n we have
0 ď lim
tÑ0`
F ptq ď F pt2n0 q ď F pt0q2
n
.
Hence, the desired limit is 0. The proof of part (2) is nearly identical after replacing F ptq by
Gptq “ sup
xą0
αptxq{αpxq. 
The following lemma is useful for the flexibility which it furnishes. First, one may require
a concave moduli only to be defined near zero without losing generality. Second, the tameness
is also determined by the local behavior near zero, which is often simpler to verify. Recall two
maps f, g defined near 0 are said to have the same germs at 0 if fpxq “ gpxq for all x that are
sufficiently near 0.
Lemma 2.10. For each concave homeomorphism α : r0, δq Ñ r0, αpδqq, there exists a concave
modulus β : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q such that α and β have the same germs at 0. Moreover, the following
hold.
(1) The map β can be chosen to be a sup-tame modulus if
lim
tÑ0`
sup
xăδ
tαpxq{αptxq “ 0.
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(2) The map β can be chosen to be a sub-tame modulus if
lim
tÑ0`
sup
xăδ
αptxq{αpxq “ 0.
Proof. For the first claim, we will extend α↾r0,δ{2s to a concave modulus β of the form
βpxq “ a?x` b pa, b P R, a ą 0q
for x ě δ{2. Here, the constants a and b are determined by the conditions βpδ{2q “ αpδ{2q and
β1pδ{2q “ αpδq ´ αpδ{2q
δ{2 ą 0.
It is clear that β : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q is a homeomorphism. Also, β is concave since the restrictions
β ↾r0,δ{2s and β ↾rδ{2,8q are both concave, and since the line joining px, βpxqq to py, βpyqq for
x ă δ{2 ă y is below the line passing through the point pδ{2, βpδ{2qq with the slope
αpδq ´ αpδ{2q
δ{2 .
It remains to show parts (1) and (2). For part (1), let us pick 0 ă t0 ă 1 such that
sup
xăδ
t0αpxq{αpt0xq ă 1.
Since β is nonlinear and concave on rδ,8q, we see that
t0βpxq{βpt0xq ă 1
for x ą δ as well. From
lim
xÑ8
t0βpxq{βpt0xq “
?
t0 ă 1,
we see that supxą0 t0βpxq{βpt0xq ă 1. Lemma 2.9 (1) then implies that β is actually sup-tame.
The same construction also works for the second claim, combined with Lemma 2.9 (2). 
We let ăC denote the lexicographical ordering on C, viewed as pairs pa, bq of real numbers with
the identification pa, bq “ a ` bi. The intervals pa, bqC and pa, bsC are defined by this ordering.
We will repeatedly use the following modulus ωz in this paper.
Lemma 2.11. For each complex number z “ σ ` τi P p0, 1sC, there exists a positive number δ
such that the map
ωzpxq :“ exp
ˆ
´σ logp1{xq ´ τ logp1{xq
log logp1{xq
˙
defined on p0, δs extends to a concave modulus on r0,8q. Furthermore, such a concave modulus
(still denoted as ωz) is sup-tame when Re rzs ă 1, and sub-tame when Re rzs ą 0.
We emphasize again that such an extension may not be unique, but they all have the same
germs. In particular, the notation ωzpxq is not ambiguous for all small x ą 0. Note that if
σ P p0, 1q, then we have the Ho¨lder modulus
ωσpxq “ xσ .
Proof of Lemma 2.11. We may assume z ‰ 1. Let x be sufficiently small. Substituting
L “ log logp1{xq “ logp´ log xq and f “ log xpσ ` τ{Lq,
we have ω “ exp ˝f . It follows that
ω2 “ `f2 ` pf 1q2˘ω.
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Using L1 “ 1{px log xq, we see that
f 1 “ 1
x
´
σ ` τ
L
´ τ
L2
¯
,
f2 “ ´ σ
x2
´ τ
x2L
ˆ
1´ 1
L
` 1
L logx
´ 2
L2 log x
˙
.
We obtain the following.
ω2{ω “ σ
2 ´ σ
x2
`O
ˆ
1
x2L
˙
if 0 ă σ ă 1,
ω2{ω “ ´ τ
x2L
`O
ˆ
1
x2L2
˙
if σ “ 0 and τ ą 0,
ω2{ω “ τ
x2L
`O
ˆ
1
x2L2
˙
if σ “ 1 and τ ă 0.
Hence, there exists δ ą 0 such that ω2pxq ă 0 for 0 ă x ď δ. By Lemma 2.10, the map ωz↾r0,δs
extends to a concave modulus.
Let us now check the tameness conditions.
Claim. Let z P p0, 1qC. Then ωz is sup-tame if and only if ω1´z is sub-tame.
This claim is a consequence of the following equation.
tωzpxq{ωzptxq “ ω1´zptxq{ω1´zpxq.
Claim. Let 0 ăC w ăC z ăC 1. If ωz is sup-tame, then so is ωw.
The map ωz{ωw “ ωz´w is a concave modulus (and hence, increasing) near 0. So, for all x
near 0 and for all t P p0, 1q we have
tωzpxq
ωzptxq ą
tωwpxq
ωwptxq ą 0.
This implies the claim.
Now, for the case σ “ Re rzs ă 1, we have z ăC 1`σ2 . Since ωp1`σq{2 is sup-tame, so is ωz by
the second claim. The desired conclusion for the case Re rzs ą 0 follows from the first claim. 
Remark 2.12. If z “ 1` τi for some τ ă 0, then for gpxq “ x{ logpxq we have that
tωzpxq
ωzptxq “ exp r´τ pgplogp1{xqq ´ gplogp1{xq ` logp1{tqqqs .
Since limxÑ8 g
1pxq “ 0, the value of tωzpxq{ωzptxq converges to 1 as xÑ 0 for all fixed 0 ă t ă 1.
This proves that ωz is not sup-tame in this case.
3. Simplicity of commutator groups
Recall our convention that k denotes a positive integer and α denotes a concave modulus. In
this section, we establish the following.
Theorem 3.1. The commutator group of DpM ; kr, αsq is simple.
We will use Higman’s Theorem for the case M “ R, and Epstein–Ling Theorem for M “ S1,
as described below.
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3.1. Higman’s Theorem. The case M “ R of Theorem 3.1 follows from a classical technique
due to Higman. Consider a group H acting on a set X . For g P H , we write
supt g “ tx P X | gpxq ‰ xu.
Observe that if g is a homeomorphism on a space X , then we have
supp g “ supt g.
For g, h P H , we use the notation gh “ h´1gh. We denote by xxtyyH the normal closure of t P H .
Theorem 3.2 (Higman). Let H be a group acting faithfully on a set X. Suppose that for all
triples r, s, t P Hzt1u there is an element u P H such that
upsupt r Y supt sq X tupsupt r Y supt sq “ ∅.
Then the following hold.
(1) The commutator subgroup H 1 “ rH,Hs is simple and nonabelian.
(2) Every proper quotient of H is abelian.
(3) H has trivial center.
We will include a proof of Higman’s Theorem, as the proof of this version is not very easy to
find in the literature; the reader may also consult [7].
Proof of Higman’s Theorem. We may certainly assume H is nontrivial.
Claim. The following hold:
(1) H 1 is nonabelian.
(2) For all r, s, t P Hz1, there exists some u P H such that
rrtu , ss “ 1.
(3) Every nontrivial normal subgroup of H contains H 1 “ rH,Hs.
(4) For all r, s, t P Hz1, there exists some w P H 1 such that
wpsupt r Y supt sq X twpsupt r Y supt sq “ ∅.
By setting
r “ s “ t P Hzt1u
and applying the hypothesis, we see that H is nonabelian. Then we let
r “ s “ t P H 1zt1u
and see that
r ‰ ru ¨ r ¨ pruq´1
for some u P H . Since ru P H 1, we have part (1).
Part (2) follows from the existence of u P H such that
supt r X tu supt s “ ∅.
For part (3), let 1 ‰ t P N ✂H and pick arbitrary r, s P Hz1. By part (2), we can find u P H
such that
rr, ss “ “r ¨ ptuq´1r´1tu, s‰ P xxtyyH ď N.
This means H 1 ď N .
In order to prove part (4), we let u be given by applying the hypothesis to the triple pr, s, tq.
We may assume u R H 1; in particular, u ‰ 1. Applying the hypothesis again to the triple pt, u, tq,
we obtain v P H such that ”
tt
v
, u
ı
“ 1.
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Put w :“ “tv, u´1‰ P H 1 so that
rt, wu´1s “ “t, tvu´1ptvq´1‰ “ 1.
Then, we have tw “ tu, so that w is the desired element of H 1.
We can now finish the proof of the theorem. Since the center ZpHq is an abelian normal
subgroup of H , parts (1) and (3) above imply that ZpHq “ 1.
It only remains to show that H 1 is simple. Suppose we have
1 ‰ t P N ✂H 1.
Let us consider arbitrary r, s P H 1z1. From part (4) above, we have some w P H 1 such that”
rt
w
, s
ı
“ 1.
Then we have that
rr, ss “ “r ¨ ptwq´1rtw, s‰ P xxtyyH1 ď N.
This implies that H2 ď N . Since 1 ‰ H2✂H , we see from part (3) that H 1 “ H2. We conclude
that H 1 ď N , as desired. 
The following topological variation of Higman’s Theorem is particularly useful for our setting.
Definition 3.3 ([29]). We say H ď HomeopXq acts CO-transitively (that is, compact–open-
transitively) on a topological space X if for each proper compact subset A Ď X and for each
nonempty open subset B Ď X , there is u P H such that upAq Ď B.
Remark 3.4. In the case when X “ S1, the CO–transitivity of a group action is equivalent to
being “minimal and strongly proximal” [18]. This equivalence is noted in [3, Definition 3.4],
where it is also proved that every non-elementary (non-measure preserving) topological circle
action of a group is semi-conjugate to a CO–transitive action.
Lemma 3.5 ([29]). Let H is a group of compactly supported homeomorphisms on a non-compact
Hausdorff space X such that H acts CO–transitively on X. Then H 1 is simple and nonabelian.
Moreover, every proper quotient of H is abelian, and the center of H is trivial.
Proof. It is obvious that H is nontrivial. In order to apply Higman’s Theorem, we fix r, s, t P
Hzt1u. Since X is Hausdorff, we can choose a nonempty open set B Ď X such that BX tB “ ∅.
Choose a proper compact subset A containing supt rY supt s. By CO-transitivity, there is u P H
such that uA Ď B. From uAX tuA “ ∅, we see
upsupt r Y supt sq X tupsupt r Y supt sq “ ∅,
as desired in the hypotheses of Higman’s Theorem. 
Since Diff8c pRq acts CO–transitively on R, we obtain the following.
Lemma 3.6. If G is a group of compactly supported homeomorphisms on R such that Diff8c pRq ď
G, then G1 is simple and every proper quotient of G is abelian.
The case M “ R of Theorem 3.1 is now immediate.
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3.2. Fragmenting diffeomorphisms. LetX be a space and let G ď HomeopXq. For a (usually,
open) subset U Ď X , we write
GrU s :“ tg P G | supp g Ď Uu.
We say the action Gy X is fragmented if for every open cover U of X we have
G “ xGrU s | U P Uy.
In other words, every g P G can be written as
g “ g1g2 ¨ ¨ ¨ gℓ
for some some ℓ ě 0, U1, . . . , Uℓ P U and gi P GrUis.
Lemma 3.7. The group DpM ; kr, αsq is fragmented.
We will prove the case M “ S1, which is what we require in this article. We remark that the
case M “ R is slightly simpler, though almost identical.
Lemma 3.8. Let G be a group equipped with a topology, and suppose that G is connected in
this topology. If the right multiplication Rg : G Ñ G is continuous for each g P G, then every
neighborhood of the identity generates G.
We note that G is not necessarily required to be a topological group.
Proof of Lemma 3.8. The map Rg is a homeomorphism for each g P G, since Rg ˝ Rg´1 “ Id.
Let W be an open neighborhood of the identity, and let H “ xW y. If h P H , then Wh “ RhpW q
is an open neighborhood of h contained in H . If g P GzH , then Wg “ RgpW q does not intersect
H ; for otherwise, we would have
g P xW´1, Hy “ H.
In particular, GzH is open. Since G is connected and H is clopen, we see that G “ H . 
For the purpose of this subsection, we will employ the C1 topology on diffeomorphism groups.
Let } ¨ }8 denote the L8–norm. We define the C1–metric on f, g P DpS1; 1q as
d1pf, gq :“ }f ´ g}8 ` }f 1 ´ g1}8.
We recall again that
}f ´ g}8 :“ sup
xPS1
dangularpfx, gxq.
Lemma 3.9. The following hold.
(1) The group pDpS1; 1q, d1q is a connected topological group.
(2) The subgroup DpS1; kr, αsq ď DpS1; 1q is connected.
Proof. Let a, b P DpS1; 1q, and let δ ą 0. Suppose f, g P DpS1; 1q such that
d1pa, fq, d1pb, gq ă δ.
Then it is routine to see that if δ is sufficiently small, then d1pa´1, f´1q and d1pa ˝ b, f ˝ gq are
arbitrarily small. Thus we see that pDpS1; 1q, d1q is a topological group.
It only remains to prove the connectivity of DpS1; 1q and DpS1; kr, αsq with the d1–topology.
Suppose g P DpS1; kr, αsq. We claim that there is an isotopy
H “ Hpx, tq “ Htpxq : S1 ˆ I Ñ S1
such that the following hold:
(i) H0pxq “ x and H1pxq “ gpxq;
(ii) For all ǫ ą 0, there exists a δ ą 0 such that whenever |s´ t| ă δ, we have d1pHs, Htq ă ǫ;
(iii) Hs P DpS1; kr, αsq for each s P I.
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To see this claim, we first apply a suitable rotational isotopy Htpxq “ x ` t so that we may
assume gp0q “ 0. We may thus cut open S1 at the fixed point and view g as a map g : I Ñ I.
Define
Htpxq “ tgpxq ` p1´ tqx.
Note that
H 1tpxq “ tg1pxq ` p1 ´ tq “ 1` tpg1pxq ´ 1q ą 0,
|Hspxq ´Htpxq| ď |s´ t| ¨ }g}8 ` |s´ t| ¨ x,
|H 1spxq ´H 1tpxq| ď |s´ t| ¨ }g1}8.
The first of these inequalities proves that for each t, the map Htpxq is indeed a homeomorphism
of I. It follows that Ht is a C
kr,αs isotopy, and that }Hs ´Ht}1 ă ǫ for all small |s´ t|. 
For a group G and a subset S Ď G, the subgroup generated by S means
xSy :“ tse11 ¨ ¨ ¨ seℓℓ | ℓ ě 0, si P S, ei “ ˘1u.
As before, we denote by Rg the right-multiplication map Rgpfq “ fg for g P G.
Lemma 3.10. The action of DpS1; kr, αsq on S1 is fragmented.
Proof. Let V “ tV1, . . . , Vmu be a finite cover of S1, and let
tφi : S1 Ñ r0, 1s : 1 ď i ď mu
be a smooth partition of unity subordinate to V . We put
K “ 2`
ÿ
i
}φ1i}8,
and choose 0 ă ǫ ă 1{p2Kq. Consider the following C1–open neighborhood of the identity map:
W “ tg P DpS1; 1q : }g ´ Id }8 ă ǫ and }g1 ´ 1}8 ă ǫu.
By Lemma 3.9, the group DpS1; kr, αsq is a connected subgroup of the topological group DpS1; 1q.
AsW0 :“WXDpS1; kr, αsq generates the topological groupDpS1; kr, αsq by Lemma 3.8, it suffices
to show that each element of W0 is fragmented for V .
Let g PW0. We define g0 “ Id and set
gjpxq :“ x`
jÿ
i“1
φipxq pgpxq ´ xq
for 1 ď j ď m. Note that }gj ´ Id }8 ă 1{2. By the choice of ǫ, we see that
g1j “ 1` pg ´ xq
ÿ
φ1i ` pg1 ´ 1q
ÿ
φi ě 1´ ǫ
ÿ
i
}φ1i}8 ´ ǫ ¨ 1 ą 0,
so that we may conclude gj P DpS1; kr, αsq. For 1 ď j ď m, if x does not belong to the interior
of Vj , then gj´1pxq “ gjpxq. In other words, we have supppg´1j´1gjq Ď Vj . The following product
provides the desired fragmentation of g:
g “ pg´10 g1qpg´11 g2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pg´1m´1gmq. 
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3.3. The Epstein–Ling Theorem. Recall that a Hausdorff space is paracompact if and only
if every open cover V admits an open refinement U such that for all sets A,B P U , we have that
either A X B “ ∅, or the union A Y B is contained in a third set C P V . Such a refinement U
is called an open star refinement of V . For us, a smooth manifold is always paracompact and
admits a smooth partition of unity; see [50] for more details.
A basis for a topological space is a collection of open sets such that every open set is the union
of elements of the basis. Let X be a topological space, and let G ď HomeopXq. The action
G y X is transitive–inclusive (with respect to some basis B) if for each U, V P B, there exists
an element g P G such that gU Ď V .
The following result is a variation by Ling of a result originally due to Epstein, which in turn
is very much in the same spirit as Higman’s Theorem.
Theorem 3.11 (Epstein–Ling [13, 31]). If a group G admits a faithful, fragmented, transitive–
inclusive action on some paracompact space, then G1 is simple.
Remark 3.12. It will follow from the proof that every proper quotient of G is abelian and G has
trivial center.
The remainder of this subsection is devoted to proving Theorem 3.11. Our proof is based on
the ideas of Epstein, Ling and Michalik–Rybicki [38].
Let X be a paracompact topological space, let B be a basis for the topology of X , let G be
a nonabelian group, and let G ď HomeopXq be a faithful fragmented action which is transitive–
inclusive with respect to B. Our goal is to show that G1 is simple.
For a group H , the symbol Hpnq denotes the n–th term in the solvable series of H .
Lemma 3.13. Let U be an open neighborhood of x P X. Then the following hold.
(1) There exists g P GrU s such that gx ‰ x;
(2) For all integer n ě 0, there exists an element g P GrU spnq such that gx ‰ x. In particular,
GrU s is not solvable.
Proof. (1) From the transitive–inclusivity, we see that G does not have a global fixed point. In
particular, there exists a P G such that ax ‰ x. By fragmenting a with respect to the cover
tU,Xztxuu, we find some g P GrU s such that gx ‰ x.
(2) Suppose we have shown the claim for the case n ě 0. We have some g P GrU spnq such
that gx ‰ x. Choose an open neighborhood V Ď U of x such that gV X V “ ∅. Applying the
inductive hypothesis to the pair px, V q, we can find some h P GrV spnq such that hx ‰ x. Then
we have that
ghx ‰ gx “ hgx.
Then rg´1, h´1s P GrU spn`1q is the desired element for n` 1. 
For each x P X there exists some open neighborhood Vx P B of x and some a P G such that
Vx X apVxq “ ∅. We define an open cover
V :“ tVx | x P Xu
and let U be an open star refinement of V .
Lemma 3.14. The following hold.
(1) Every proper quotient of G is abelian.
(2) G1 “ G2.
(3) G has trivial center.
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Proof. (1) Suppose we have 1 ‰ t P N✂G. Pick an element V ptq P B such that V ptqXtV ptq “ ∅.
We consider an arbitrary element V P V and let f, g P GrV s. There exists some u P G such that
uV Ď V ptq, so that
u supp f X tu supp g Ď uV X tuV “ ∅.
Put v :“ tupg´1qptuq´1. Then we have rf, vs “ 1 and that
rf, gs “ rf, gvs “ rf, rg, tuss P xxtyyG.
It follows that GrV s1 ď xxtyyG ď N .
Now let a, b P G be arbitrary. Applying fragmentation, we can write
a “
ź
ai, b “
ź
bj
such that supp ai Ď U 1i , supp bj Ď U2j for some suitable elements U 1i , U2j P U . We have the
commutator formula
rfg, hs “ rf, hs ¨ rg, hsu, rf, ghs “ rf, gs ¨ rf, hsv
for some words u, v in tf, g, hu. So, we can write
ra, bs “
ź
i,j
rai, bjsuij
for some suitable words uij in the group elements ta1, . . . , b1, . . .u. Moreover, the pi, jq–term in
the product is nontrivial only if
∅ ‰ supp ai X supp bj Ď U 1i X U2j .
For such pi, jq we can find Vij P V such that ai, bj P GrVij s. From the previous paragraph, we
see that ra, bs P N . It follows that G1 ď N , as desired.
(2) This is immediate from the fact that 1 ‰ G2 ✂G and from part (1).
(3) Note that the center ZpGq is an abelian normal subgroup of G. Since G1 “ G2 is non-
abelian, we see G1 ­ď ZpGq. By part (1), we conclude that ZpGq “ 1. 
Lemma 3.15. For each u P G and for each U P U there exists w P G1 such that uU “ wU .
Proof. Since G is fragmented for U , we can find U1, . . . , Uℓ P U such that
u “ uℓ ¨ ¨ ¨u1
for some ui P GrUis.
If Ui X U “ ∅, we set ai “ 1. If Ui X U ‰ ∅, then there exists V P V such that Ui Y U Ď V ;
in this case, we can find an element ai P G such that U X aiUi “ ∅. For i ą 0, we define
gi “ pui´1 ¨ ¨ ¨u1qai P G.
Then we see that
giUi X pui´1 ¨ ¨ ¨u1Uq “ ∅.
Since supppgiuig´1i q is disjoint from ui´1 ¨ ¨ ¨u1U , we see that
1ź
i“ℓ
rui, gisU “
2ź
i“ℓ
rui, gis ¨ u1 ¨ g1u´11 g´11 U “
2ź
i“ℓ
rui, gis ¨ u1U
“
3ź
i“ℓ
rui, gis ¨ u2 ¨ g2u´12 g´12 ¨ u1U “
3ź
i“ℓ
rui, gis ¨ u2u1U “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ uU. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.11 for M “ S1. Let us fix an arbitrary 1 ‰ s P G1. It suffices for us to show
that
G1 “ xxsyyG1 .
By the preceding lemmas, we can define
1 ‰ H :“ @ GruU s2 | u P G,U P U(D “ @ GrwU s2 | w P G1, U P U(D ď G2 “ G1.
For each u, g P G and U P U we have
gGruU s2g´1 “ GrguU s2 ď H.
This implies that H ✂G. By Lemma 3.14, we have H “ G1.
We have some nonempty set V psq P B such that V psq X sV psq “ ∅. Pick an arbitrary set
U P U and elements f, g P GrU s1. By the transitive–inclusivity, we have some u P G such that
uU Ď V psq. From Lemma 3.15, we can find w P G1 with wU “ uU . Since
w supp f X sw supp g Ď wU X swU “ ∅,
we have that
rf, gs “ rf, rg, swss P xxsyyG1 .
This implies that GrU s2 ď xxsyyG1 .
For all w P G1, we have
GrwU s2 “ wGrU s2w´1 ď xxsyyG1 .
From the definition of H , we see that H “ G1 ď xxsyyG1 . This implies G1 “ xxsyyG1 , as desired. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 for M “ S1. We have seen that
DpR; kr, αsq
is fragmented. Since DpR;8q is transitive–inclusive, we deduce the result from the Epstein–Ling
Theorem. 
3.4. The piecewise–linear case. Let PLpIq denote the group of orientation–preserving, piece-
wise linear homeomorphisms of I with finitely many break points.
Corollary 3.16. The double commutator subgroup PLpIq2 is simple.
Proof. Consider the “germ homomorphism”
Φ: PLpIq Ñ R2
defined by Φpfq “ plog f 1p0q, log f 1p1qq. The map Φ is a group homomorphism onto the abelian
group R2. In particular, PLpIq1 ď kerΦ and PLpIq1 ď Homeocp0, 1q.
It suffices to show that PLpIq1 is CO–transitive on p0, 1q, by Lemma 3.5. Let A Ď p0, 1q be
compact, and let B Ď p0, 1q be open. Then we can find an element f P PLcp0, 1q such that
fA Ď B, where PLc denotes the subgroup consisting of homeomorphisms supported compactly
in p0, 1q. Let C Ď p0, 1q be a compact interval containing A Y supp f . There exists an element
h P PLcp0, 1q such that
supphf´1h´1 X supp f Ď hC X C “ ∅.
We see that
rf, hspAq “ f ¨ hf´1h´1pAq “ fpAq Ď B.
This implies that PLpIq1 acts CO–transitively on p0, 1q. 
Corollary 3.17. The group rPLcpIq,PLcpIqs is simple.
Proof. Note PLpIq1 ď PLcpIq “ kerΦ, which implies that PLcpIq is also CO–transitive. 
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4. Eventually periodic diffeomorphisms
In this section, we study the Ckr,αs–topology of diffeomorphism groups. There are three main
parts to this discussion. First, we investigate how this topology is related to the group structure.
Second, we estimate the behavior of the Ck,α–norm under composition of functions. Third, we
observe that a sufficiently small closed Ck,α–neighborhood of the identity enjoys the fixed point
property.
4.1. The Ck and Ck,α topologies. For each β P R, we let Tβ denote the translation T pβqpxq “
Tβpxq “ x` β, and we fix the notation T :“ T1. For a compact interval J Ď R, we put
HomeoJ pRq “ tf P Homeo`pRq | supp f Ď Ju;
HomeoZpRq “ tf P Homeo`pRq | f ˝ T “ T ˝ fu.
Notation 4.1. For a homeomorphism f of R, we will denote a closed interval
If :“ rinf tx P R | fpx´ 1q ‰ fpxq ´ 1u , sup tx P R | fpx` 1q ‰ fpxq ` 1us .
Here, we use the usual convention that inf ∅ “ 8 and sup∅ “ ´8. We see that each
f P HomeoZpRq satisfies If “ ∅. If f P HomeocpRq then If is the smallest compact connected
set containing supp f .
Let f P Homeo`pRq. We have that#
fpx` 1q “ fpxq ` 1, for x ě sup If ;
fpx´ 1q “ fpxq ´ 1, for x ď inf If .
This observation justifies the following terminology.
Definition 4.2. A homeomorphism f : RÑ R is eventually 1–periodic if If is compact.
For a compact interval J Ď R, we define
HomeoeppRq :“ tf P Homeo`pRq | f is eventually 1–periodicu;
Homeoep,JpRq :“ tf P Homeo`pRq | If Ď Ju.
It is obvious that HomeoeppRq is a group with the function composition. However, Homeoep,JpRq
is not a subgroup of HomeoeppRq for any interval J of positive length, since T is an element of
Homeoep,J pRq and If˝T “ If ´ 1 for f P HomeoeppRq.
For each ˚ P tc,Z, ep, J, pep, Jqu, we define
Diff
kr,αs
˚ pRq “ Diffkr,αs` pRq XHomeo˚pRq.
Eventual periodicity generalizes the condition of having a compact support:
HomeocpRq YHomeoZpRq Ď HomeoeppRq.
We also note that if f P HomeoeppRq then the compact interval
rinf If ´ 1, sup If s
contains the set
supprf´1, T´1s “ tx P R | fpx` 1q ‰ fpxq ` 1u.
Actually, it is the smallest compact interval containing supprf´1, T´1s.
For a map f : RÑ R, we write }f} “ }f}8 “ supxPR |fpxq|. We also write
}f}k “
∥
∥
∥f pkq
∥
∥
∥, }f}k,α “
”
f pkq
ı
α
,
whenever these quantities are defined.
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Let f, g P HomeoeppRq. We define their distance in the C0–metric as
d0pf, gq “ maxp‖f ´ g‖0, ‖f´1 ´ g´1‖0q.
If k ě 1, then the Ckr,αs–metric between f, g P Diffkr,αsep pRq is defined by
dkpf, gq “ sup
0ďiďk
‖f ´ g‖i;
dk,αpf, gq “ max
ˆ
sup
0ďiďk
‖f ´ g‖i, sup
1ďiďk
‖f ´ g‖i,α
˙
.
The metric dkr,αs determines the C
kr,αs–topology on Diffkr,αsep pRq.
For a group G, we define the following maps GÑ G:
Rgphq “ h ˝ g, Lgphq “ g ˝ h, Invphq “ h´1.
We note the following observations concerning the Ckr,αs topology, which we will prove in the
course of this section:
Proposition 4.3. For each k P N, the following hold.
(1) The sets DiffkeppRq and Diffk,αep pRq are topological groups in the Ck–topology.
(2) The right-multiplication map Rg : h ÞÑ hg is Ck,α–continuous in Diffk,αep pRq.
(3) Let J be a compact interval and let ˚ P tep,Z, Ju. Then Diffkr,αs˚ pRq is connected in the
Ckr,αs–topology.
By Lemma 3.8, we can deduce the following.
Corollary 4.4. If ˚ P tep,Z, Ju, then every Ckr,αs–neighborhood of the identity generates the
group Diff
kr,αs
˚ pRq.
4.2. A remark on circles. One can define the Ckr,αs–metric on Diff
kr,αs
` pS1q in the same way
as for eventually periodic diffeomorphisms of the real line. The reader will note, for instance,
that we have used the C1–metric on Diff1`pS1q in the course of the proof of Lemma 3.9.
Lifting orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the circle to the real line, one obtains the
universal central extension
1Ñ xT y Ñ HomeoZpRq Ñ Homeo`pS1q Ñ 1.
The reader is directed to [39, 20, 8] for details. If a map h : S1 Ñ R lifts to h˜ : RÑ R, then the
periodicity of h˜ implies
rhsα “ sup
x‰yPS1
|hx´ hy|
αpx ´ yq “ sup0ă|x´y|ď1{2
∣
∣
∣h˜x´ h˜y
∣
∣
∣
αpx ´ yq “ supx‰y
∣
∣
∣h˜x´ h˜y
∣
∣
∣
αpx ´ yq “
”
h˜
ı
α
.
Suppose we have the following commutative diagram:
(1) Diff
kr,αs
Z
pRq Φ˜ //
p

Diff
kr,αs
Z
pRq
p

Diff
kr,αs
` pS1q Φ // Diffkr,αs` pS1q
Here, the vertical maps p are induced by the natural projection RÑ S1 “ R{Z.
If ppf˜q “ f and ppg˜q “ g, then for each i ě 1 we have
‖f‖ir,αs “
∥
∥
∥f˜
∥
∥
∥
ir,αs
, ‖f ´ g‖ir,αs “
∥
∥
∥f˜ ´ g˜
∥
∥
∥
ir,αs
.
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Moreover, if ‖f˜ ´ g˜‖ ď 1{2 then ‖f˜ ´ g˜‖ “ ‖f ´ g‖. It follows that the map p is a Ckr,αs–local-
isometry. In particular, Φ˜ is Ckr,αs–continuous, then so is Φ. By setting Φ˜ as one of Lg, Rg and
Inv, we obtain from Proposition 4.3 that the same statements as the first two parts also hold for
Diff
kr,αs
` pS1q.
4.3. Ck–continuity. We prove the Ck–part of Proposition 4.3 in this subsection.
Lemma 4.5. The following hold.
(1) The set Diffkr,αsep pRq is a group.
(2) If f P Diff1eppRq, then inf f 1 ą 0.
(3) For each f P Diff1eppRq and g P HomeoeppRq, we have that
‖f´1 ´ g´1‖ ď ‖f´1‖1 ¨ ‖f ´ g‖.
(4) If f P DiffkeppRq for some k P N, then f piq is uniformly continuous for all 0 ď i ď k.
Moreover, for all x P R and 1 ď i ď k, we can find some yi with |x ´ yi| ď |If |{2 ` 1
such that f piqpyiq “ Idpiq.
Proof. Part (1) follows from the fact that HomeoeppRq is a group, together with Lemma 2.3 and
Lemma 2.5. For part (2), it suffices to note that f is a diffeomorphism on any compact interval
so that f 1 is bounded away from zero on any such interval, together with the fact that f 1 is
periodic outside a sufficiently large compact interval. Part (3) can be seen from the estimate
∥
∥f´1 ´ g´1∥∥ “ ∥∥f´1 ´ f´1 ˝ pf ˝ g´1q∥∥ ď ∥∥f´1∥∥
1
¨ ∥∥Id´f ˝ g´1∥∥
ď ‖f´1‖1 ¨
∥
∥g ˝ g´1 ´ f ˝ g´1∥∥ “ ‖f´1‖1 ¨ ‖g ´ f‖.
The uniform continuity in part (4) is obvious. For the remaining claim, recall f˝T pxq “ T ˝fpxq
for all x outside If . By the Mean Value Theorem, there exist some y
` P psup If , sup If ` 1q and
y´ P pinf If ´ 1, inf If q such that
f 1ppy` ` Zq X psup If ,8qq “ 1 “ f 1ppy´ ` Zq X p´8, inf If qq.
Inductively, we can find y2, y3, . . . in rsup If , sup If ` 1s and also in rinf If ´ 1, inf If s such that
f piqpyiq “ Idpiqpyiq. 
Observe that part (3) of Lemma 4.5 implies that the Ck–topology is finer than the C0–topology
for all k P N. It will be convenient for us to use the notation
Mkpfq “ sup
1ďiďk
‖f ´ Id‖i “ max
ˆ
‖f 1 ´ 1‖, sup
2ďiďk
‖f‖i
˙
.
Lemma 4.6. The following hold.
(1) Each right-multiplication map in DiffkeppRq is uniformly Ck–continuous. More precisely,
there exists a constant C “ Cpkq P N such that for all f1, f2, g P DiffkeppRq we have that
dkpRgf1, Rgf2q ď Cp1`Mkpgqqkdkpf1, f2q.
(2) Each left-multiplication map and the inverse map in DiffkeppRq are Ck–continuous.
Proof. Put G “ DiffkeppRq. We let f1, f2 P G be given, and set a “ f1 ´ f2 : RÑ R.
(1) We note that
‖a ˝ g‖k ď
∥
∥
∥
´
apkq ˝ g
¯
pg1qk
∥
∥
∥`
∥
∥
∥pa1 ˝ gq ¨ gpkq
∥
∥
∥` C1
ÿ
γ
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
´
apiq ˝ g
¯ iź
s“1
gpjsq
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
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for some C1 “ C1pkq ě 0. Here, γ “ pi, j1, . . . , jiq varies over suitable indices. Since ‖g‖i ď
1` ‖g ´ Id‖i, we have
‖a ˝ g‖k ď C 1p1`Mkpgqqk ¨ sup
1ďiďk
‖a‖i
for some C 1 ě 0. The (uniform) continuity of Rg follows.
(2) Pick a concave modulus α such that gpkq P CαpRq. For 0 ď i ă k, we have
‖gpiq ˝ f1 ´ gpiq ˝ f2‖ ď ‖g‖i`1 ¨ ‖a‖,
‖gpkq ˝ f1 ´ gpkq ˝ f2‖ ď ‖g‖k,αα p‖a‖q .
For m “ 1, 2, we can write
pg ˝ fmqpkq “
´
gpkq ˝ fm
¯
pf 1mqk ` pg1 ˝ fmq ¨ f pkqm `
ÿ
γ
Cγ
´
gpiq ˝ fm
¯ iź
s“1
f pjsqm .
So, dkpLgf1, Lgf2q is controlled by dkpf1, f2q “ supi‖a‖i, whence the continuity of Lg follows.
Fix f1 P G. We prove that dkpf´11 , f´1q can be made as small as we like by setting dkpf1, fq
to be sufficiently small. For this, we put αipxq “ ‖f1‖i`1 ¨ x for i ă k, and let αk be a concave
modulus for f
pkq
1 . For compactness of notation, we put F1 “ f´11 and F “ f´1.
We first require
d1pf1, fq ď 1
2
inf f 11,
so that inf f 1 ě 1
2
inf f 11 ą 0. It now suffices to note the following estimates:
‖F 11 ´ F 1‖ ď
∥
∥
∥
∥
f 11 ˝ F1 ´ f 1 ˝ F
f 11 ˝ F1 ¨ f 1 ˝ F
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď 2‖f
1
1 ˝ F1 ´ f 1 ˝ F‖
infpf 11q2
,
‖f 11 ˝ F1 ´ f 1 ˝ F‖ ď ‖f 11 ˝ F1 ´ f 11 ˝ F‖` ‖f1 ´ f‖1
ď α1p‖F1 ´ F‖q ` }a}1.
Let 2 ď r ď k. From Lemma 2.3, we have the identity
0 “ pf ˝ F qprq “ pf prq ˝ F qpF 1qr`1 ` pf 1 ˝ F qF prq `
ÿ
γPAr
Cγpf piq ˝ F q
iź
t“1
F pjtq.
Since pf 1 ˝ F qF 1 “ pf ˝ F q1 “ 1, we get
(2) F prq “ ´pf prq ˝ F qpF 1qr`1 ´
˜ ÿ
γPAr
Cγpf piq ˝ F q
iź
t“1
F pjtq
¸
F 1,
where C˚ are integers and the set Ar is the same as in Lemma 2.3. Thus, we obtained an
estimate of the form
‖F1 ´ F‖r ď
∥
∥
∥pf prq1 ˝ F1qpF 11qr`1 ´ pf prq ˝ F qpF 1qr`1
∥
∥
∥
`
ÿ
1ăiăr,α
C˚
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
´
f
piq
1 ˝ F1
¯ iź
s“0
F
pjsq
1 ´
´
f piq ˝ F
¯ iź
s“0
F pjsq
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
.
Inductively, we may assume ‖F1 ´ F‖j has been made as small as we desire for all j ă r. Then,
∥
∥
∥f
piq
1 ˝ F1 ´ f piq ˝ F
∥
∥
∥ ď αip‖F1 ´ F‖q ` ‖f1 ´ f‖i
can also be made as small we we like small for i ď r. It follows that Inv is continuous. 
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Proof of Proposition 4.3 (1). It only remains to show that the multiplication is Ck–continuous
as a two-variable map GˆGÑ G. Denote by Bpf ; rq the Ck–ball of radius r centered at f P G.
Let f, g P G be given, and let ǫ ą 0 be arbitrary. Since Lf is continuous by Lemma 4.6 (2), we
may suppose the existence of an r1 P p0, 1q such that f ˝Bpg; r1q Ď Bpf ˝ g; ǫq. For f1 P G near
f and g1 P Bpg; r1q, we have
dkpf1 ˝ g1, f ˝ g1q ď Cp1 `Mkpg1qqkdkpf1, fq ď Cp2 `Mkpgqqkdkpf1, fq.
So, we can find an r0 ą 0 such that
Bpf ; r0q ˝Bpg; r1q Ď Bpf ˝ g; 2ǫq. 
4.4. Ck,α–continuity.
Lemma 4.7 (Domination Lemma). Let J Ď R be a compact interval, let f, g P Homeoep,JpRq,
and let i be a nonnegative integer. In the case when i “ 0, we further assume that f “ g on BJ .
Then for ℓ “ p|J | ` 2q, there exists some C “ Cpαq such that
‖f ´ g‖i ď Cℓ‖f ´ g‖i,α, ‖f ´ g‖i ď ℓ‖f ´ g‖i`1, ‖f ´ g‖i,α ď Cℓ‖f ´ g‖i`1,
whenever the relevant quantities are defined.
Proof. Put a “ f ´ g. Let us first assume i ě 1. For each x P R there exists y P R such that
|x´ y| ď ℓ and such that apiqpyq “ 0, by part (4) of Lemma 4.5. It follows that
∣
∣
∣a
piqpxq
∣
∣
∣ “
∣
∣
∣a
piqpxq ´ apiqpyq
∣
∣
∣ ď ℓαp1q‖a‖i,α.
∣
∣
∣a
piqpxq
∣
∣
∣ ď
ż x
y
∣
∣
∣a
pi`1q
∣
∣
∣ ď ℓ‖a‖i`1,
‖a‖i,α “ sup
0ăs´tďℓ
∣
∣
∣
∣
apiqpsq ´ apiqptq
αps´ tq
∣
∣
∣
∣
ď sup
0ăs´tďℓ
|s´ t|
αps´ tq‖a‖i`1 ď
ℓ
αpℓq‖a‖i`1.
For the case i “ 0, The map a “ f ´ g satisfies that apsup J `mq “ 0 “ apinf J ´mq for all
m P NY t0u. So, for each x P R there exists y P R such that |x ´ y| ď ℓ and such that ay “ 0.
The remainder of the argument is identical to the proof for the case i ą 0. 
In particular, the metric ‖f´g‖kr,αs determines the Ckr,αs–topology on the group Diffkr,αsJ pRq.
Also, ‖f ´ g‖ “ ‖f ´ g‖0 for f, g P Diffkr,αsZ pRq can be dominated by higher norms, provided we
require that fpxq “ gpxq for each x P Z.
Lemma 4.8 (Derivation Formulae). For f, g, a1, . . . , am P CαpRq, we have:
(1) rf ¨ gsα ď rf sα‖g‖` ‖f‖rgsα.
(2) ra1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ amsα ď supi‖ai‖m´1
ř
iraisα.
(3) Additionally, if g P Diff1`pRq, then rf ˝ gsα ď rf sαmaxp‖g‖1, 1q ď rf sαp1`M1pgqq.
Proof. We may assume the right-hand side of each item in the statement of the lemma is finite.
We use the notation
f |
x
y :“ fpxq ´ fpyq.
For part (1), note that
f ¨ g|xy
αpx´ yq “
f |xy
αpx´ yqgpxq ` fpyq
g|xy
αpx ´ yq .
Part (2) follows by a straightforward induction. For part (3), we note |gx ´ gy| ď ‖g‖1|x ´ y|
and
|f ˝ g|xy |
αpx ´ yq “
|f |
gx
gy |
αpgx´ gyq ¨
αpgx´ gyq
αpx ´ yq ď rf sαmaxp‖g‖1, 1q. 
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Proof of Proposition 4.3 (2). We continue from the proof of Lemma 4.6. In particular, we let
f1, f2 P Diffk,αep pRq and put a “ f1 ´ f2. For some K “ Kpk, gq we have that
dkpf1 ˝ g, f2 ˝ gq ď Kdkpf1, f2q.
Also, there exists some C “ Cpkq ě 0 such that
‖a ˝ g‖k,α ď
”´
apkq ˝ g
¯
pg1qk
ı
α
`
”
pa1 ˝ gqgpkq
ı
α
` C
ÿ
γ
«´
apiq ˝ g
¯ iź
s“1
gpjsq
ff
α
.
By the Derivation Formulae (Lemma 4.8), we estimate each term as«´
apiq ˝ g
¯ iź
s“1
gpjsq
ff
α
ď
”
apiq ˝ g
ı
α
iź
s“1
‖g‖js ` ‖a‖i
«
iź
s“1
gpjsq
ff
α
.
”
apiq ˝ g
ı
α
ď ‖a‖i,αmaxp‖g‖1, 1q.
So, we have K “ Kpk, g, αq such that
‖pf1 ´ f2q ˝ g‖k,α “ ‖a ˝ g‖k,α ď Kdk,αpf1, f2q.
By the Domination Lemma, we obtain that dk,αpf1 ˝ g, f2 ˝ gq can be made arbitrarily small. 
Example 4.9. The map Lg is not necessarily C
k,α–continuous even at f “ Id. For any concave
modulus α, pick f1, g P Diffk,αc pRq such that f1pxq “ x` 1 and gpkqpxq “ αp|x|q near x “ 0, and
set ftpxq “ tf1pxq ` p1´ tq Idpxq for 0 ď t ď 1. Then, ft converges to Id as tÑ 0, but
Lgpftqpkq ´ LgpIdqpkq “ αp|x ` t|q ´ αp|x|q,”
Lgpftqpkq ´ LgpIdqpkq
ı
α
ě 1
αp0´ p´tqq pαp|t|q ` αp| ´ t|qq “ 2,
which implies that Lgpftq does not converges to LgpIdq.
Part (3) of Proposition 4.3 is trivially is implied by the following:
Lemma 4.10. Let ˚ be as in Proposition 4.3. Then the following metric spaces are contractible:´
Diffk˚pRq, dk
¯
,
´
Diffk,α˚ pRq, dk,α
¯
.
Proof. Set G “ Diffkr,αs˚ pRq. We claim gtpxq :“ Hpt, gqpxq “ tgpxq`p1´tqx defines a deformation
retract
H : r0, 1s ˆGÑ G, Hp0, Gq “ tIdu, Hp1, gq “ g.
To see this, first observe from Bgtpxq{Bx “ tg1pxq ` p1 ´ tq ą 0 that gt P G. Since the following
hold for each i “ 0, 1, . . . , k, we conclude that H is continuous.
‖gs ´ gt‖ir,αs ď |s´ t| ¨ ‖g‖ir,αs,
‖gt ´ ht‖ir,αs ď t‖g ´ h‖ir,αs. 
Remark 4.11. For a given g P Homeo˚pRq and s P r0, 1s we can find a concave modulus α such
that rg´1s sα ă 8; see Theorem 2.2. Then, we have
‖g´1s ´ h´1t ‖ “ ‖g´1s ˝ ht ´ g´1s ˝ gs‖ ď rg´1s sα ¨ αp‖gs ´ ht‖q.
Combining with the proof of Lemma 4.10, we see that Homeo˚pRq is also contractible (in the
C0–topology).
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4.5. Compositions and norms. Let J be a compact interval. Let ˚ P tc,Z, ep, J, pep, Jqu and
δ ą 0, where J Ď R. For k P N, it will be convenient to write
V 0˚ pδq “ tf P Homeo˚pRq : }f ´ Id } ă δu;
V
kr,αs
˚ pδq “ tf P Diffkr,αs˚ pRq : ‖f ´ Id‖kr,αs ă δu;
V¯
kr,αs
˚ pδq “ tf P Diffkr,αs˚ pRq : ‖f ´ Id‖kr,αs ď δu.
The goal of this subsection is the following Ck,α–estimate:
Proposition 4.12. Let k P N, and let J Ď R be a compact interval. Then there exist constants
ǫ “ ǫpk, α, |J |q and C “ Cpk, α, |J |q such that whenever f, g P V k,αep,Jpǫq, we have that
‖f ˝ g‖k,α ď ‖f‖k,α ` ‖g‖k,α ` C‖f‖k,α‖g‖k,α.
Remark 4.13. By the Domination Lemma, we see that the metric ‖f ´ g‖kr,αs determines the
Ckr,αs–topology on the group Diff
kr,αs
J pRq. Also, ‖f ´ g‖ “ ‖f ´ g‖0 for f, g P Diffkr,αsZ pRq can
be dominated by higher norms say, if we further require that fpxq “ gpxq for each x P Z.
Proof of Proposition 4.12. The Domination Lemma implies that Mkpgq ď 1 if ǫ is chosen to be
sufficiently small. Here we recall the notation
Mkpgq “ sup
1ďiďk
‖g ´ Id‖i “ max
ˆ
‖g1 ´ 1‖, sup
2ďiďk
‖g‖i
˙
.
Moreover, we have some constant C 1 such that
Mk,αpfqMk,αpgq ď C 1‖f‖k,α‖g‖k,α.
Thus, it suffices to show the following claim:
Claim. If ǫ and C are suitably chosen a priori, then we have
‖f ˝ g‖k,α ď ‖f‖k,α ` ‖g‖k,α ` CMk,αpfqMk,αpgq.
To prove the claim, we first note from ‖g1 ´ 1‖ ď 1 that
‖g‖
k`1
1 ď p1` ‖g1 ´ 1‖qk`1 ď 1`D0‖g1 ´ 1‖
for some D0 “ D0pkq ą 0.
The case k “ 1 follows from the Derivation Formulae (Lemma 4.8) and from the computation
‖f ˝ g‖1,α “
“pf 1 ˝ gqg1‰
α
ď “f 1 ˝ g‰
α
¨ ‖g‖1 ` ‖f‖1 ¨
“
g1
‰
α
ď ‖f‖1,α‖g‖21 ` p1 ` ‖f 1 ´ 1‖q‖g‖1,α
ď ‖f‖1,α ` ‖g‖1,α ` C1M1,αpfqM1,αpgq.
for some C1 ą 0.
Assume k ě 2. There is a constant D “ Dpkq such that
‖f ˝ g‖k,α ď
”´
f pkq ˝ g
¯
pg1qk
ı
α
`
”
pf 1 ˝ gqgpkq
ı
α
`D
ÿ
i,js
”
pf piq ˝ gqgpj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpjiq
ı
α
.
We estimate each of the above three terms separately. For the first term, we note there exist
constants D1 “ D1pkq, D2 “ D2pkq such that”
f pkq ˝ g
ı
α
∥
∥pg1qk∥∥ ď ‖f‖k,αp1`D0‖g1 ´ 1‖q ď ‖f‖k,α `D1Mk,αpfqMk,αpgq,
∥
∥
∥f pkq ˝ g
∥
∥
∥
“pg1qk‰
α
ď D2‖f‖k‖g‖1,α ď D2Mk,αpfqMk,αpgq.
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For the second term, we find a constant D3 such that“
f 1 ˝ g‰
α
∥
∥
∥gpkq
∥
∥
∥ ď ‖f‖1,αp1` ‖g1 ´ 1‖q‖g‖k ď D3Mk,αpfqMk,αpgq.
∥
∥f 1 ˝ g∥∥
”
gpkq
ı
α
ď p1` ‖f 1 ´ 1‖q‖g‖k,α ď ‖g‖k,α `Mk,αpfqMk,αpgq.
Let pi, j1, . . . , jiq be as in the third term, so that 1 ă i ă k and ji ą 1. Then”
f piq ˝ g
ı
α
ď ‖f‖i,αp1` ‖g1 ´ 1‖q ď 2Mk,αpfq,
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
iź
s“1
gpjsq
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď p1`Mk´1pgqqk´2 ¨ ‖g‖ji ď 2kMk,αpgq,
‖f piq ˝ g‖ ďMk,αpfq,«
iź
s“1
gpjsq
ff
α
ď
”
gpjiq
ı
α
¨ 2k´2 ` ‖g‖ji
«
i´1ź
s“1
gpjsq
ff
α
ď 2k´2Mk,αpgq ` k ¨ 2kMkpgqMk,αpgq.
The claim follows. 
4.6. The fixed point property. We say a topological space X has the fixed point property if
every continuous map T : X Ñ X has a fixed point. The ingredient of the proof of Mather’s
Theorems we establish in this subsection is the following:
Proposition 4.14. For a compact interval J and for all sufficiently small ǫ ą 0, the set
V¯
k,α
J pǫq.
has the fixed point property in the Ck–topology.
We will require the following general result functional analysis:
Theorem 4.15 (Schauder–Tychonoff Fixed Point Theorem [12, Chapter V]). Every nonempty
compact convex subset of a locally convex topological vector space (LCTVS) has the fixed point
property.
A precise definition of a LCTVS is not relevant for our purposes, so we will avoid any extended
digression on this subject. At the end of this section, we prove Theorem 4.15 for a reasonably
large subclass of LCTVS, namely Fre´chet spaces. For our purposes, namely proving Theorem 1.6,
it would suffice to only consider Banach spaces. However, in order to fully establish the C8 case,
one needs to apply Theorem 4.15 to the Fre´chet space C8J pRq; see Remark 5.4 and [14].
For a compact interval J , we let
C
kr,αs
J pRq :“ tf P Ckr,αspRq | supp f Ď Ju.
The vector space C
kr,αs
J pRq is equipped with the Ckr,αs–norm ‖¨‖kr,αs.
Lemma 4.16. Let k P NY t0u. For K ě |J | ` αp|J |q ` |J|
αp|J|q , the following hold:
(1) If f P Ck,αJ pRq, then ‖f‖k ď K‖f‖k,α.
(2) If f P Ck`1J pRq, then ‖f‖k ď K‖f‖k`1 and ‖f‖k,α ď K‖f‖k`1.
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Proof. We may assume k “ 0. For x P J “ r0, |J |s, we have that
|fx| “ |fx´ f0| ď αpxqrf sα ď αp|J |qrf sα,
|fx| ď
∣
∣
∣
∣
ż x
0
f 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
ď |J | ¨ ‖f 1‖,
sup
0ăx´yă8
|fx´ fy|
αpx ´ yq ď ‖f
1‖ ¨ sup
0ăx´yď|J|
|x´ y|
αpx ´ yq ď
|J |
αp|J |q‖f
1‖. 
The following two results are standard and can be found in any number of standard textbooks,
so we omit any further discussion.
Theorem 4.17 (Arzela`–Ascoli). Every uniformly bounded, equicontinuous family of continuous
functions on a compact metric space is relatively compact.
Lemma 4.18. For k ě 0, the normed space pCkJ pRq, ‖¨‖kq is Banach.
Proposition 4.14 follows from Schauder–Tychonoff Fixed Point Theorem and from Lemma 4.19
below.
Lemma 4.19. For real numbers r P p0,8q, ǫ P p0, 1q and for a compact interval J Ď R, the set
tg P Diffk,αJ pRq : ‖g‖k,α ď r and ‖g1 ´ 1‖ ď ǫu
is Ck–isometric to a compact convex subset of the Banach space Ck,αJ pRq.
Proof. We let D be the given set, and put
tf P Ck,αJ pRq : ‖f‖k,α ď r and ‖f 1‖ ď ǫu.
The map VF: DpJ ; 1q Ñ CpJ ; 1q defined by g ÞÑ g ´ Id is a Ck–isometric embedding, which
maps D to C. This shows that VFpDq “ C. Since r¨sk,α and ‖¨‖1 are norms, we see that C is
convex.
It now suffices to show that C is sequentially compact, as CkJ pRq is a metric space. Pick a
sequence tfnu Ď C, for which we will find a convergent subsequence. We may put J “ r0, ℓs.
From Lemma 4.16, there is a constant K “ Kpk, α, ℓq ą 0 such that
‖fn‖i ď Kr, ‖fn‖i,α ď Kr
for all 0 ď i ď k. In particular, the class Fi :“ tf piqn u is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous.
By the Arzela`–Ascoli Theorem, we may assume that f
piq
n uniformly converges to some hi P CpJq.
After enlarging J if necessary, we may assume a priori that fn “ 0 on some δ–neighborhood of
BJ for all n. In particular, hi extends by 0 outside J .
For each i ă k and x P J , we note that
hipxq “ lim f piqn pxq “ lim
ż x
0
f pi`1qn “
ż x
0
hi`1,
by the Dominated Convergence Theorem. Hence, h1i “ hi`1. It follows that h0 P CkJ pRq and
fn Ñ h0 in the Ck–metric.
Write f “ h0. For x, y P J satisfying 0 ă x´ y ď 1, we have that
∣
∣
∣
∣
f pkqpxq ´ f pkqpyq
αpx´ yq
∣
∣
∣
∣
“ lim
n
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
f
pkq
n pxq ´ f pkqn pyq
αpx ´ yq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
ď r.
Thus, we have ‖f‖k,α ď r and f P Ck,αJ pRq. Furthermore,
|f 1pxq| “ lim |f 1npxq| ď ǫ.
Hence, f P C. This implies that B is Ck–compact. 
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By Lemma 4.16, the condition ‖f 1 ´ 1‖ ď ǫ is redundant for a small r ą 0.
4.7. Proof of the Schauder–Tychonoff Fixed Point Theorem. Let us prove Theorem 4.15
for Fre´chet spaces. Recall a Fre´chet space is a topological vector space X such that for some
family of seminorms t‖¨‖kukPN0 , the topology of X is determined by some complete metric d
given by
dpf, gq :“
ÿ
kě0
2´k
1
1` 1{‖f ´ g‖k
.
An important example of a (non-Banach) Freche´t space is
C8J pRq :“ tf : RÑ R | supp f Ď J and f is C8u.
In order to prove Theorem 4.15, we let X be a Freche´t space whose topology is given by the
family of seminorms F “ t‖¨‖kukě1. We let d be the induced metric from F as above. For each
n P N, we define
dkpx, yq :“ sup
iďk
‖x´ y‖i.
Lemma 4.20. If K Ď X is compact, then for each k P N and for each ǫ ą 0 there exists a finite
set A such that
K Ď tx P X | dkpx,Aq ă ǫu.
Proof. We choose δ ą 0 so small that
0 ă 1
1
2kδ
´ 1 ă ǫ.
Since K is totally bounded with respect to d, there exists a finite δ–net A Ď K. For each x P K,
there exists a P A such that ÿ
iďk
2´i
1
1` 1‖a´x‖
i
ď dpa, xq ă δ.
For each i ď k, we have that
‖a´ x‖i ď
1
1
2iδ
´ 1 ď
1
1
2kδ
´ 1 ă ǫ.
Thus, we obtain dkpa, xq ă ǫ. 
We note that dk is convex. Namely, if x, x
1, y, y1 P X and t P r0, 1s then
dkptx` p1´ tqy, tx1 ` p1´ tqy1q “ sup
i
‖tpx´ x1q ` p1´ tqpy ´ y1q‖i
ď sup
i
t‖x´ x1‖i ` p1 ´ tq‖y ´ y1‖i ď tdkpx, x1q ` p1´ tqdkpy, y1q.
For a finite subset A of X , denote by hullpAq a convex hull of A. That is,
hullpAq “ tΣmi“1tiai | Σmi“1ti “ 1, ti ě 0, ai P Au.
Lemma 4.21 (Schauder Projection Lemma). Let k P N and ǫ ą 0. Suppose A is a finite subset
of a convex set K Ď X such that
K Ď tx P X | dkpx,Aq ă ǫu.
Then there exists a continuous map
π : K Ñ hullpAq
such that supK dkpπx, xq ď ǫ.
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Proof. We write A “ ta1, . . . , amu Ď K. Define ψi : K Ñ r0, ǫs by
ψipvq “ maxp0, ǫ´ dkpv, aiqq.
We have that ψ “ ři ψi : K Ñ p0,8q. We define a continuous map π : K Ñ hullpAq by
π “ řipψi{ψqai. Note that ψipvq ‰ 0 only if dkpai, vq ă ǫ. From the convexity of dk, we have
dkpπpvq, vq “ dk
˜ÿ
i
ψipvq
ψpvq ai,
ÿ
i
ψipvq
ψpvq v
¸
ď
ÿ
i
ψipvq
ψpvq dkpai, vq ď ǫ
ÿ
i
ψipvq
ψpvq “ ǫ. 
Proof of Theorem 4.15. For each k P N, we pickAk Ď K and πk : K Ñ hullpAkq as in Lemma 4.20
and the Schauder Projection Lemma, after setting ǫ “ 1{k. Consider Tk : hullpAkq Ñ hullpAkq
defined as the composition
hullpAkq 

// K
T
// K
πk
// hullpAkq.
Note that there exists a linear isomorphism between xAky ď X and a finite dimensional Euclidean
space, which is a homeomorphism. We remark that this fact holds in a more generalized setting;
see [44], for instance.
Thus, we have that, hullpAkq is homeomorphic to a Euclidean ball. The Brouwer Fixed Point
Theorem implies that πkpTvkq “ vk for some vk P hullpAkq Ď K.
Since K is (sequentially) compact, we have vk Ñ v P K after taking a subsequence. For each
m ě k ě 1, we compute
‖T pvq ´ v‖k ď ‖T pvq ´ T pvmq‖k ` ‖T pvmq ´ πmT pvmq‖k ` ‖vm ´ v‖k,
‖T pvmq ´ πmT pvmq‖k ď dmpT pvmq, πmT pvmqq ď 1{m,
lim
mÑ8
dkpv, vmq “ 0 “ lim
mÑ8
dkpTv, T vmq.
This implies that ‖T pvq ´ v‖k “ 0 for all k, thus furnishing the desired fixed point. 
5. The norm reduction operator
Throughout the remainder of this article we consider a universal constant ǫ0 P p0, 1{100q,
which, when the need arises, will be further shrunk. We continue to let k be a positive integer,
and let α be a concave modulus.
5.1. The main construction. The heart of Mather’s argument is the construction of a certain
operator Ψ that reduces the Ck,α–norm of a given diffeomorphism without changing the first
homology class.
Let J Ď R be a compact interval. For ˚ P tc,Z, ep, Ju, we have defined
V
kr,αs
˚ pδq “ tf P Diffkr,αs˚ pRq : ‖f ´ Id‖kr,αs ă δu;
V
kr,αs
ep,J pδq “ tf P V kr,αsep pδq | supprf´1, T´1s Ď Ju.
We also let V¯˚ be defined from V˚ as above by replacing “ă δ” by “ď δ”.
Theorem 5.1. Let A P N, and set
‚ D “ r´2, 2s and E “ r´2A, 2As for k ě 2;
‚ D “ r´2A, 2As and E “ r´2, 2s for k “ 1.
Then there exist positive numbers C “ Cpk, αq, δ “ δpk,A, αq, and a Ck–continuous map
Ψ: V k,αE pδq Ñ Diffk,αD pRq
such that whenever g P V k,αE pδq the following hold.
(1) ‖Ψpgq‖k,α ď C|E|{|D| ¨ ‖g‖k,α;
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(2) rΨpgqs “ rgs in H1pDiffk,αc pRqq.
Remark 5.2. We will actually show that
τΨpgq “ λτgλ´1
for some τ P Diff8c pRq and λ “ λpgq P Diffk,αc pRq. The conclusion (2) will then follow.
Corollary 5.3. For each tame pair pk ´ 1, αq, the group Diffk,αc pRq is perfect.
Proof of Corollary 5.3, assuming Theorem 5.1. Consider A P N, whose value will be determined
later. Let Ψ, C, δ,D,E be as in Theorem 5.1, and let ǫ ą 0 be chosen to be sufficiently small.
By Lemma 3.8 and Proposition 4.3 it suffices to establish that an arbitrary element f P V k,αD pǫq
is trivial in the first homology group of Diffk,αc pRq.
We have seen in Lemma 4.19 that the following set is Ck–compact:
K “ V¯ k,αD pǫq.
Let u P K be given. By shrinking ǫ if necessary, we have from Proposition 4.12 that ‖fu‖k,α ď 3ǫ.
We can find a diffeomorphism Q P Diff8c pRq so that g :“ QfuQ´1 satisfies
gpxq “ |E||D| ¨ fu
ˆ |D|
|E| ¨ x
˙
P Diffk,αE pRq.
To construct such a Q, we start with the diffeomorphism of R given by scaling by the factor
|E|{|D|, and declare Q to coincide with this scaling on some sufficiently large compact interval
containing D. To make Q compactly supported, we simply choose a C8 cutoff, so that outside
a larger compact interval, Q becomes the identity.
We claim that if A is chosen to be sufficiently large to begin, then ‖Ψg‖k,α ă ǫ. We first
assume k ě 2. Since pk ´ 1, αq is a tame pair and |E|{|D| “ A, we can find A " 0 such that
‖Ψg‖k,α ď CA‖g‖k,α ď CA ¨A1´k
ˆ
sup
są0
αps{Aq
αpsq
˙
¨ ‖fu‖k,α ă ǫ,
as follows from Theorem 5.1. Here, it is crucial that C does not depend on the choice of A. The
case k “ 1 is very similar. Indeed, set A " 0. From the hypothesis that α is sup-tame, we see
that
‖Ψg‖k,α ď
C
A
¨ ‖g‖k,α ď C
ˆ
sup
są0
αpAsq
Aαpsq
˙
¨ ‖fu‖k,α ă ǫ.
Thus, we have a Ck–continuous map Θ: K Ñ K defined by composition:
u ÞÑ fu ÞÑ g “ QfuQ´1 ÞÑ Ψg.
By Schauder–Tychonoff Fixed Point Theorem (Theorem 4.15), the map Θ fixes some u0 P K. It
follows that
ru0s “ rΘu0s “ rfu0s P H1pDiffk,αc pRq;Zq.
This implies that rf s “ 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6, assuming Theorem 5.1. Let G “ Diffk,αc pRq or G “ Diffk,α` pS1q. Apply-
ing fragmentation, each diffeomorphism g P Diffk,α` pS1q can be written as a product of diffeo-
morphisms supported on open subintervals. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that G is perfect. As
rG,Gs is simple (Section 3), we see that G is simple. Corollary 2.8 similarly implies that the
groups G “ Diffkc pRq or G “ Diffk`pS1q are simple.
Since βptq “ ts is both a sup-tame and sub-tame concave modulus for s P p0, 1q, we see that
both DiffscpRq and Diffs`pS1q are perfect for every s ą 1. Thus, for r ě 1, the groupsď
sąr
DiffscpRq
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and ď
sąr
Diffs`pS1q
are perfect, and their commutators are simple by the Epstein-Ling Theorem (Theorem 3.11).
This shows that both of these groups are simple. Corollary 2.8 now implies that the groups
G “
č
săr
DiffscpRq
and
G “
č
săr
Diffs`pS1q
are simple for r ą 3. 
Remark 5.4. Epstein followed the same approach in the proof of the perfectness of Diff8c pRq.
Through a more detailed analysis of the norms ‖Ψpgq‖k, he proved that the same map Θ in the
proof of Corollary 5.3 is a continuous (in the C8–topology) self-map of the set
L “ tg : Diff8DpRq : ‖g‖i ď ǫi for all i ě 3u
for a suitable choice of tǫiu. Since L is naturally homeomorphic to a compact convex subset of
the Fre´chet space C8D pRq, it follows again from the Schauder–Tychonoff Fixed Point Theorem
that Diff8c pRq is perfect. We refer the reader to [14] for more details.
5.2. Steps of the proof. Let k, α,D,E and A be as in Theorem 5.1. For a function g, we
let dom g denote the domain of g. We write µp¨q “ ‖¨‖k,α. For a compactly supported real
line homeomorphism f , we recall from Notation 4.1 that If coincides with the smallest compact
interval containing supp f . Let us fix the notation
J :“ r´2A, 2As.
For the remainder of this section, we will construct the following.
(i) Positive real numbers C0 “ C0pk, αq and δ0 “ δ0pk, α,Aq;
(ii) A map Γ: V 0c p1q Ñ HomeoZpRq, which restricts to a Ck–continuous map
Γ↾ : V k,αJ pδ0q Ñ Diffk,αZ pRq
such that for each u P V k,αJ pδ0q we have
µpΓuq ď C0p|Iu| ` 1q ¨ µpuq;
(iii) A Ck–continuous map
Ω: V k,α
Z
pδ0q Ñ Diffk,αD pRq
such that for all g P V k,α
Z
pδ0q we have
µpΩgq ď C0{|D| ¨ µpgq,
and such that for all w P Ω´1pdomΓq we have
Γ ˝ Ωpwq “ T p´wp0qqw;
(iv) A diffeomorphism τ P Diff8r´2A´1,2A`1spRq and a Ck–continuous map
λ :
!
pu, vq P V k,αJ pδ0q ˆ V k,αJ pδ0q
ˇˇˇ
ΓvpΓuq´1 P T pRq
)
Ñ Diffk,αr´2A,2A`1spRq
such that for all pu, vq P domλ we have
τv “ λpu, vqτuλpu, vq´1.
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Proof of Theorem 5.1, assuming the above constructions. Pick a sufficiently small δ ą 0 so that
Ψ :“ Ω ˝ Γ: V k,ΩE pδq Ñ Diffk,αD pRq
is a well-defined Ck–continuous map, and has the image inside domΓ. If g P domΨ, then
µpΨpgqq “ µpΩΓgq ď C0{|D|µpΓgq ď 2C20 |E|{|D|µpgq.
We also have that
ΓΨpgqpΓgq´1 “ pΓΩpΓgqq pΓgq´1 “ T p´Γgp0qq.
It follows that for
τΨpgq “ λτgλ´1
for some λ P Diffk,αc pRq. This verifies the two required conditions in Theorem 5.1. 
Remark 5.5. The Ck–continuity of λ was not used in the above proof.
5.3. The rolling-up process Γ. We first define the rolling-up process Γ, which “mixes” a given
compactly supported homeomorphism g with the translation T .
Lemma 5.6. There uniquely exists a map
Γ: V 0c p1q Ñ HomeoZpRq
such that for each g P domΓ, x P R and r, s P Z satisfying
supp g Ď rT´rpxq, pTgqsT´rpxqs,
we have that
pΓgqpxq “ T r´spTgqsT´rpxq.
Furthermore, if g is a Ckr,αs–diffeomorphism, then so is Γg.
Proof. Let g P V 0c p1q, and put a :“ }g ´ Id } ă 1. Since
inf
yPR
|Tgpyq ´ y| ě 1´ a,
for each x P R we can pick r, s P Z such that
supp g Ď rT´rx, pTgqsT´rxs.
Indeed, we can even require that
inf supp g ´ 1 ă x´ r ď inf supp g
and that
s “ rp|Ig| ` 1q{p1´ aqs.
The claim below shows that Γg : R Ñ R is well-defined, which is to say independently of r and
s. From the claim, it follows that Γ is uniquely determined by the given conditions.
Claim. Let x P R and r, s, r1, s1 P Z satisfy
supp g Ď rT´rx, pTgqsT´rxs X rT´r1x, pTgqs1T´r1xs.
We have that
T r´spTgqsT´rpxq “ T r1´s1pTgqs1T´r1pxq.
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By symmetry, we may assume r´ s ď r1´ s1. Considering both of the cases r ě r1 and r1 ď r,
we easily see that
pTgqrT´rx “ pTgqrT´pr´r1qT´r1x “ pTgqrpTgq´pr´r1qT´r1x “ pTgqr1T´r1x.
The claim follows from the computation
T r´spTgqsT´rx “ T r´spTgqs´r`r1T´r1x “ T r´spTgq´r`r1`s´s1pTgqs1T´r1x
“ T r´sT´r`r1`s´s1pTgqs1T´r1x “ T r1´s1pTgqs1T´r1x.
We observe Γg P HomeoZpRq from the computation (assuming r " 0)
ΓgTx “ T r´spTgqsT´r`1x “ TT r´1´spTgqsT´r`1x “ TΓgx.
Note that positive integers r and s can be chosen to be constant for the definition of Γgpyq for
all y sufficiently near from a given number x P R. Hence, Γg inherits the regularity of g. 
Lemma 5.7. Let g P V 0c p1q and let b P R.
(1) Let x P R and r, s P Z satisfy supp g Ď rpTgq´sT rpxq, T rpxqs. Then,
pΓgq´1pxq “ T s´rpTgq´sT rpxq.
(2) We have that
ΓpT pbqgT p´bqq “ T pbqpΓgqT p´bq.
(3) If we set a :“ }g ´ Id } and
s :“ rp|Ig | ` 1q{p1´ aqs,
then we have
}Γg ´ Id } ď sa.
Proof. Parts (1) and (2) are immediate. Regarding part (3), we note
|pTgqspyq ´ T sy| ď |gpTgqs´1pyq ´ T s´1y| ď a` |pTgqs´1pyq ´ T s´1y| ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď sa
for all y P R. Hence, for a suitable choice of r we have
|Γgy ´ y| “ |pTgqspy ´ rq ` r ´ s´ y| “ |pTgqspy ´ rq ´ py ´ r ` sq| ď sa. 
Lemma 5.8. Let B P N, and let J1, . . . , JB be unit intervals in R satisfying supJi ď inf Ji`1
for each i ă B. If hi P HomeoZpRq satisfies hipJiq “ Ji for each i, then
Γ pphB↾JBq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ph1↾J1qq “ hB ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ h1.
Proof. Let us set
g “
1ź
B
hi↾Ji,
and
h “
1ź
i“B
hi.
Since }g´ Id } “ maxi }hi↾Ji ´ Id } ă 1 we see that Γg is well-defined. Without loss of generality,
we may assume J1 “ r1, 2s. Let x P r0, 1s. Inductively, we can find ri P N for each i ă B such
that
pTgqri`ri´1`¨¨¨`r1`1x “ T rihi ¨ ¨ ¨T r2h2T r1h1Tx P Ji`1.
Let s “ 2`řiăB ri. Since hiT “ Thi, we deduce that
Γgpxq “ T´spTgqspxq “ T´spTgqs´1pTxq “ T´sThB
1ź
B´1
T rihiT pxq “
1ź
B
hipxq. 
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Here, the phrase “δ0 “ δ0pk, α,Aq is sufficiently small” means that δ0 is chosen to be small,
depending on the choices of k, α and A.
Lemma 5.9. If δ0 “ δ0pk, α,Aq is sufficiently small, then the following hold.
(1) Γ restricts to a Ck–continuous map on V kJ pδ0q;
(2) Each f P V k,αJ pδ0q satisfies
µpΓfq ď 4p|If | ` 1q ¨ µpfq.
Proof. (1) Let f, g P V kJ pδ0q. The Domination Lemma implies that if δ0 is chosen to be sufficiently
small, then f, g P V 0J paq for some a ă 1{100. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 5.7 we let
s “ rp|J | ` 2q{p1´ aqs.
Then for each y P rinf J´2, inf Js, we have Γfpyq “ T´spTfqspyq and Γgpyq “ T´spTgqspyq. So,
‖Γf ´ Γg‖i ď ‖pTfqs ´ pTgqs‖i
for 0 ď i ď k. As DiffkeppRq is a topological group with respect to the metric
dkpf, gq “ sup
0ďiďk
‖f ´ g‖i,
we see that dippTfqs, pTgqsq can be made arbitrarily small by making dipf, gq small enough. This
proves the Ck–continuity of Γ.
(2) We may modify the definition of s above as
s :“ rp|If | ` 2q{p1´ aqs ď 1.1p|If | ` 2q ` 1 ď 1.1p4A` 2q ` 1,
so that
µpΓfq ď µpT´spTfqsq.
By shrinking δ0 a priori, we can find a constant C “ Cpk, α,Aq as in Proposition 4.12 such
that
µppTfqjq ď µpfq ` p1` Cδ0qµppTfqj´1q
for all 1 ď j ď s. Shrinking δ0 further, we see that
µppTfqsq ď µpfq
s´1ÿ
0
p1`Cδ0qi ď 1.1µpfqs ď 1.1µpfq ¨ p1.1p|If | ` 2q ` 1q ď 4p|If | ` 1q ¨ µpfq. 
We have now proved part (i) in Subsection 5.2.
5.4. Detecting conjugacy from Γ. We recall the following standard result on global existences
of smooth flows.
Corollary 5.10 (see [30]). Every compactly supported smooth vector field on a smooth manifold
without boundary uniquely admits a smooth complete flow.
Recall we have set J :“ r´2A, 2As for some A ě 1. Choose an even, smooth vector field
ρ : RÑ r0, 1s
such that supp ρ “ r´2A ´ 1, 2A ` 1s and ρpJq “ t1u. By Corollary 5.10, there exists a
corresponding flow
Φ: Rˆ RÑ R
for ρ. From this flow, we have the 0–trajectory map and the time-t map, which we record
respectively as:
φpxq :“ Φpx, 0q P Diff8` pR, p´2A´ 1, 2A` 1qq, τtpxq “ Φpt, xq P Diff8r´2A´1,2A`1spRq.
Here, Diff8` pA,Bq denote the group of orientation–preserving smooth diffeomorphisms from A
to B. We put τ “ τ1. It is routine to check the following.
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Lemma 5.11. The following conclusions hold.
(1) For each b P R, we have φTbφ´1 “ τb ↾p´2A´1,2A`1q.
(2) φ↾J“ IdJ and |φpxq| ď |x| for x P R.
(3) Each u P HomeoJpRq satisfies φ´1uφ “ u, and moreover, φuφ´1 “ u↾p´2A´1,2A`1q.
The purpose of this subsection is to prove a certain criterion for conjugacy of diffeomorphisms,
which is a crucial step in Mather’s proof. Recall we have fixed the notations k, α, J and τ .
Lemma 5.12. Let δ0 “ δ0pk, α,Aq be sufficiently small. Then there exists a Ck–continuous map
λ :
!
pu, vq P V kr,αsJ pδ0q ˆ V kr,αsJ pδ0q | ΓvpΓuq´1 P T pRq
)
Ñ Diffkr,αsr´2A,2A`1spRq
such that
τv “ λτuλ´1.
Thus, the diffeomorphism λ is associated to a pair pu, vq of diffeomorphisms whose images
under Γ differ by a translation and realizes a conjugacy between τv and τu. We recall the
notation of a sufficiently small universal constant ǫ0 ą 0, as at the beginning of the section.
Lemma 5.13. Let δ0 “ δ0pk, α,Aq be sufficiently small. Then for each u, v P V k,αJ pδ0q, there
exists Λ “ Λpu, vq P Diffkr,αsep pRq such that
Λpxq “ lim
sÑ8
pTvqspTuq´spxq
for all x P R. Setting λ0 :“ φΛφ´1 P Diffkr,αs` p´2A´ 1, 2A` 1q, we further have that
‚ Λpxq “ x for all x ď ´2A;
‚ Λpxq “ pΓvqpΓuq´1pxq for x ě 2A` 1{2.
‚ τvpxq “ λ0τuλ´10 pxq for all x P p´2A´ 1, 2A` 1q.
Lemma 5.13 trivially implies rus “ rvs in H1
´
Diff
kr,αs
` pRq
¯
. Namely, We see rTus “ rTvs
from
TvΛ “ lim
sÑ8
pTvqs`1pTuq´s “ lim
sÑ8
pTvqs`1pTuq´ps`1qTu “ ΛTu.
Since we can only draw relevant from conclusions from conjugacy in the groups of compactly
supported diffeomorphisms, we will have to modify the support of Λ using the flow Φ. We also
emphasize that the Ck,α regularity of λ0 at ˘p2A` 1q is not guaranteed yet.
Proof of Lemma 5.13. If s P N is large enough so that pTuq´spxq ď ´2A, then
pTvqs`1pTuq´s´1x “ pTvqspT qpT q´1pTuq´sx “ pTvqspTuq´sx.
It follows that the limit exists and is realized for some s ă 8. We have
Λ´1pxq “ lim
sÑ8
pTuqspTvq´spxq.
Since Λ is invertible and s can be chosen to be locally constant, we see that Λ P Diffkr,αs` pRq. By
setting s “ 0, we see that Λpxq “ x for x ď ´2A.
Requiring δ0 to be sufficiently small, we have that
a :“ d0ptu, vu, Idq ă 1.
Let us pick an arbitrary x P r2A` 1{2, 2A` 3{2s. Setting
s “
R
4A` 3{2
1´ a
V
we have that
pTuq´spxq ď x´ p1´ aqs ď 2A` 3{2´ p1´ aqs ď ´2A.
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Shrinking δ0 further, we have that a is very small compared to A, and that
Λpxq “ pTvqspTuq´spxq ě x´p1`aqs`p1´aqs “ x´2sa ě 2A` 1
2
´2a
ˆ
4A` 3{2
1´ a ` 1
˙
ě 2A.
By the definition of Γ, we see that
Γv ˝ pΓuq´1pxq “ pTvqsT´s ˝ T spTuq´spxq “ Λpxq.
Moreover, for r P N we have that
pTuq´ps`rqpx` rq “ pTuq´spxq ď ´2A,
and that
ΛT rx “ pTvqs`rpTuq´ps`rqpx` rq “ pTvqrΛpxq “ T rΛpxq.
We have thus shown that
Λr2A` 1{2,8q Ď r2A,8q,
and that ΛT pxq “ TΛpxq for x ě 2A` 1{2; In particular, we see that Λ is eventually periodic.
We have that Tv “ ΛTuΛ´1 in HomeoeppRq. Conjugating by φ, we see that
τv “ τφvφ´1 “ φTvφ´1 “ φΛTuΛ´1φ´1 “ λ0pφTuφ´1qλ´10 “ λ0τuλ´10 . 
Proof of Lemma 5.12. We will follow the notations in Lemma 5.13. Let L be the domain of λ
as given by the hypotheses of the lemma, and let pu, vq P L so that
ΓvpΓuq´1 “ Tb
for some b P R. For x P p´2A´ 1, 2A` 1q, we have seen λ0τuλ´10 pxq “ τvpxq.
Claim. The map
λ0 P Diffkr,αs` p´2A´ 1, 2A` 1q
extends to a diffeomorphism
λ P Diffkr,αsr´2A,2A`1spRq.
satisfying the following three conditions:
λpxq “
$’&
’%
λ0 “ φΛφ´1pxq, if x P p´2A´ 1, 2A` 1q;
x, if x ă ´2A;
Φpb, xq “ τbpxq, if x ą 2A` 1{2.
Note that each of the above three functions is a local Ck,α diffeomorphism. Hence, it remains
to show that the values of λ coincide on the overlapping intervals, and suppλ Ď r´2A, 2A` 1s.
If ´2A´1 ă x ă ´2A, then φ´1pxq ď ´2A and hence, φΛφ´1pxq “ φφ´1pxq “ x. Thus, there
is no conflict between the first and the second rows defining λ. Suppose 2A` 1{2 ă x ă 2A` 1.
We have that φ´1pxq ě x ą 2A` 1{2. From Lemma 5.13, it follows that
φΛφ´1pxq “ φTbφ´1pxq “ Φpb, xq.
This shows that the first and the third functions coincide on the overlap. In other words, λ is
well-defined by the above conditions. We note that if x ě 2A` 1 then
Φpb, xq “ x.
This show that suppλ Ď r´2A, 2A` 1s.
We claim that if
pu, vq, pu1, v1q P domλ,
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and if dkpu, u1q and dkpv, v1q are sufficiently small, then the corresponding λpu, vq and λpu1, v1q
will be arbitrarily Ck–close. We first write R by the union of three open intervals I1, I2, I3, whose
closures are contained in the intervals
tp´8,´2Aq, p´2A´ 1, 2A` 1q, p2A` 1{2,8qu,
respectively. On I1, we have
λpu, vqpxq “ λpu1, v1qpxq “ x.
On I2, we have λpxq “ φΛφ´1pxq. Note that λpu, vq and λpu1, v1q are arbitrarily Ck-close
since Λpu, vq and Λpu1, v1q are. Specifically, by following the proof of Lemma 5.13, we may
find an integer s so that Λpu, vq “ pTvqspTuq´s and so that Λpu1, v1q “ pTv1qspTu1q´s on
r´2A´ 1, 2A` 1s.
For the same choice of integer s, we have
b “ ´p2A` 1q ` pTvqspTuq´sp2A` 1q,
so that bpu, vq and bpu1, v1q are arbitrarily close. Also, the function Φ0pt, xq “ Φpt, xq ´ x is
smooth and compactly supported on I ˆ R for any compact interval I. This implies that
λpu, vq ´ λpu1, v1q “ Φ0pbpu, vq, ¨q ´ Φ0pbpu1, v1q, ¨q
is arbitrarily Ck-close to 0 on I3. It follows that the map
pu, vq ÞÑ λpu, vq
is Ck–continuous. 
5.5. The spreading process Ω. We define a process ΩB, which “spreads” a circle diffeomor-
phism to a real line diffeomorphism supported on r´2B, 2Bs. As described in part (2) below,
the process of spreading and rolling-up a given compactly supported diffeomorphism returns the
original diffeomorphism, up to a tranlation.
Lemma 5.14. For each B P N, there exist positive numbers ǫ “ ǫpBq, C “ Cpk, αq and a map
ΩB : V
1
Z pǫq Ñ Diff1r´2B,2BspRq
such that the following hold.
(1) The map ΩB restricts to a C
k–continuous map
ΩB↾ : V
1
Z pǫq XDiffkr,αs` pRq Ñ Diffkr,αsr´2B,2BspRq;
(2) ΓpΩBgq “ T p´gp0qqg for all g P V 1Z pǫq.
(3) For some sufficiently small δ0 “ δ0pk, α,Bq, each g P V k,αZ pδ0q satisfies
µpΩBgq ď C
B
µpgq.
The goal of this subsection is to prove the above lemma for the case B “ 1. The case B ą 1
is proved in the next subsection. We first fix a smooth bump function ζ : RÑ r0, 1s such that
ζpxq “
#
1, if x P 1
10
r´1, 1s;
0, if x P 1
2
` 1
10
r´1, 1s,
and such that ζpx`1q “ ζpxq`1. The universal constant ǫ0 will be shrunk if necessary to satisfy
100ǫ0 ď 1{p1` ‖ζ‖` ‖ζ 1‖q.
Lemma 5.15. Let J1, . . . , JB be compact intervals in R with disjoint interiors. If gi P Diffk,αJi pRq
for each i, then
µpgB ¨ ¨ ¨ g1q ď 2max
j
µpgjq.
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Proof. We set g “ gB ¨ ¨ ¨ g1 and N “ maxiµpgiq. For x ą y, we will estimate gpkqx ´ gpkqy. If
x, y R YiJi, then gpkqx “ gpkqy “ Idpkq. So, we assume x P Ji for some i.
If y P Ji, then
|gpkqx´ gpkqy| “ |gpkqi x´ gpkqi y| ď Nαpx´ yq.
If y P Jj for some j ‰ i, then we can find x1 P BJi and y1 P BJj such that
|x´ y| “ |x´ x1| ` |x1 ´ y1| ` |y1 ´ y|,
|gpkqx´ gpkqy| ď |gpkqx´ gpkqx1| ` |gpkqy1 ´ gpkqy| ď Npαpx´ x1q ` αpy ´ y1qq ď 2Nαpx´ yq.
The case when y R YjJj is similar. 
It will be convenient for us to employ the following concise notation.
Notation 5.16. Let f, g : U Ñ R be maps on some set U (possibly, a function space). We say
f ď Opgq
if there exist positive numbers C and ǫ such that fpuq ď Cgpuq for all u P U satisfying |gpuq| ď ǫ.
Note that f ď Op|g|q is equivalent to the combination of the following two conditions:
‚ whenever gpuq “ 0, we have fpuq ď 0;
‚ we have
lim
ǫŒ0
sup
"
fpuq
|gpuq| : u P g
´1r´ǫ, ǫs and gpuq ‰ 0
*
ă 8.
Proof of Lemma 5.14 for the case B “ 1. Let g P V 1
Z
pǫ0q be given. We set
h :“ T p´gp0qqg, h0 :“ ζh` p1´ ζq Id, h1 :“ h ˝ ph0q´1.
Then we let
Ω1g :“
`
h1↾r1,2s
˘ ˝ `h0↾r´3{2,´1{2s˘ P Diff1`pRq.
Since hr0, 1s “ r0, 1s, we see that ‖h´ Id‖ ď ‖h´ Id‖1 ď ǫ0. From
h0px` 1q “ ζpxqphpxq ` 1q ` p1´ ζpxqqpx ` 1q “ h0pxq ` 1,
‖h0 ´ Id‖1 ď ‖ζ 1ph´ xq ` ζph1 ´ 1q‖ ď
`
‖ζ 1‖` ‖ζ‖˘ ‖h´ Id‖1 ď 1{10,
we have that h0, h1 P Diff1ZpRq. We estimate (with generous bounds) that
‖h1 ´ Id‖1 ď ‖ph1{h10q ˝ h´10 ´ 1‖ ď ‖h1 ´ h10‖{ inf h10
ď 2‖h´ h0‖1 ď 2p1` ‖ζ‖ ` ‖ζ 1‖q‖h´ Id‖1 ď 1{10.
Succinctly, we may write that
‖h10 ´ 1‖, ‖h11 ´ 1‖ ď Op‖h1 ´ 1‖q.
Here, we are considering the real valued maps defined on V 1
Z
pǫ0q:
g ÞÑ ‖h1 ´ 1‖, g ÞÑ ‖h10 ´ 1‖, g ÞÑ ‖h11 ´ 1‖.
Note that
h0
ˆ
1
10
r´1, 1s
˙
“ h
ˆ
1
10
r´1, 1s
˙
Ě r´1, 1s
20
.
It follows that h1pxq “ x for
x P r´1, 1s
20
.
It is obvious that h0pxq “ x for
x P 1
2
` r´1, 1s
20
.
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Puting
J0 “ r´3{2,´1{2s, J1 “ r1, 2s
and setting gi “ hi↾Ji for i “ 0, 1. We then have that Ω1pgq “ g1g0 P Diff1r´2,2spRq.
For part (1), we first note that the regularity of h inherits that of g. Since the correspondence
g ÞÑ ph, h0, h1q is Ck–continuous, so is the map Ω1.
Part (2) follows from Lemma 5.8, together with the computation
ΓΩ1pgq “ Γpg1g0q “ h1h0 “ h “ T p´gp0qqg.
For part (3), we require V k,α
Z
pδ0q Ď V 1Z pǫ0q. Using estimates of µp¨q under taking multiplications
and inverses, and shrinking δ0 if necessary we have
µph0q ď C
ÿ
0ďiďk
”
ζpk´iqph´ Idqpiq
ı
α
ď C 1
ÿ
0ďiďk
´
‖h´ Id‖i,α ` ‖h´ Id‖i
¯
ď O pµphqq ,
µph1q ď µphq ` µph´10 q ` C ¨ µphq ¨ µph´10 q ď O pµphqq .
for some constant C,C 1 depending on k, α and ζ. Here, the notation Op¨q is used in the context of
real-valued maps on V k,α
Z
pδ0q. The Domination Lemma can be applied for i “ 0 since hp0q “ 0.
Note that µpgiq ď µphiq for i “ 0, 1. By Lemma 5.15, we have
µpΩ1pgqq “ µpg1g0q ď 2maxpµpg1q, µpg0qq ď Opµphqq “ Opµpgqq. 
5.6. Discrete isotopy. The case B ą 1 of Lemma 5.14 will require a “discretized form” of an
isotopy, as described here. We first note the subadditivity of r¨sα, made precise as follows.
Lemma 5.17. For a pointwise convergent series of real functions
ř
i fi, we have«ÿ
i
fi
ff
α
ď
ÿ
i
rfisα.
Proof. We may certainly assume the right hand side is finite. For FN “
řN
1 fi, we have
|FNx´ FNy| ď
Nÿ
1
|fix´ fiy| ď
Nÿ
1
rfisααpx´ yq.
Put f “ ři fi. By sending N Ñ8, we obtain the desired inequality
|fx´ fy| ď
8ÿ
1
rfisααpx ´ yq. 
We will also need the following technical estimate.
Lemma 5.18. Fix λ P r0, 1s, and write
|¨| “ ‖¨ ´ Id‖kr,αs.
For u P Diffkr,αs
Z
pRq satisfying u0 “ 0 and sufficiently Ckr,αs–close to Id, we have
∣
∣u ˝ pλu ` p1´ λq Idq´1∣∣ ď p1´ λq|u|`Op|u|2q.
We will set v “ λu` p1 ´ λq Id. The conclusion of Lemma 5.18 is simply that
lim
ǫŒ0
sup
#
|u ˝ v´1|´ p1´ λq|u|
|u|2
: u P V kr,αs
Z
pǫq s.t. u0 “ 0
+
ă 8.
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Proof of Lemma 5.18 in the case |¨| “ ‖¨ ´ Id‖1. We may first require ‖u1´1‖ ď ǫ0 ă 1{4. Write
V “ v´1. Since
v1 “ 1` λpu1 ´ 1q ě 3{4,
we see that v P Diff1ZpRq and
‖V 1 ´ 1‖ ď ‖v
1 ´ 1‖
inf v1
ď 2‖v1 ´ 1‖ “ 2λ‖u1 ´ 1‖.
We have a power series expansion (for |λz| ă 1)
p1` zq{p1` λzq “ 1` p1 ´ λqz `
ÿ
iě2
aiz
i.
Here, |ai| “ p1´ λqλi´1. By setting z “ u1 ˝ V ´ 1 and
C1 “ sup
λPr0,1s
ÿ
iě2
|ai|p1{4qi´2 “ sup
λPr0,1s
λp1 ´ λq
ÿ
iě2
pλ{4qi´2 ă 8,
we see that
pu ˝ V q1 “ pu1{v1q ˝ V “ 1` p1 ´ λqpu1 ˝ V ´ 1q `
ÿ
iě2
aipu1 ˝ V ´ 1qi,
∥
∥pu ˝ V q1 ´ 1∥∥ ď p1´ λq‖u1 ´ 1‖` C1‖u1 ´ 1‖2. 
Proof of Lemma 5.18 in the case |¨| “ ‖¨ ´ Id‖1,α. Using Lemma 5.17 and continuing from the
proof in the case |¨| “ ‖¨ ´ Id‖1, we have
|u ˝ V | “ “pu ˝ V q1‰
α
ď p1´ λq“u1 ˝ V ‰
α
`
ÿ
iě2
|ai|
“pu1 ˝ V ´ 1qi‰
α
.
From Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8, we have that ‖u1 ´ 1‖ ď Op|u|q and that“
u1 ˝ V ‰
α
ď |u|p1` ‖V ´ Id‖1q ď |u|`Op|u|2q.
Thus, we have thatÿ
iě2
|ai| ¨ rpu1 ˝ V ´ 1qisα ď
ÿ
iě2
i|ai| ¨ ‖u1 ˝ V ´ 1‖i´1 ¨
“
u1 ˝ V ´ 1‰
α
ď
˜ÿ
iě2
i|ai| ¨ ‖u1 ´ 1‖i´2
¸
Op|u|2q “ Op|u|2q. 
We will not actually use the following two cases, but we include the proofs for completeness;
Mather needed these cases in order to prove the simplicity of Diffkc pRnq for n ě k ą 1.
Proof of Lemma 5.18 in the case |¨| “ ‖¨ ´ Id‖k for k ą 1. There exist indices γ “ pj1, . . . , jiq
and corresponding constants Cγ ą 0 such that
(3) pu ˝ V qpkq “ pupkq ˝ V qpV 1qk ` pu1 ˝ V qV pkq `
ÿ
γ
Cγpupiq ˝ V q
iź
t“1
V pjtq.
Setting j0 “ 1, we also saw Lemma 2.5 that
V pkq “ ´pvpkq ˝ V qpV 1qk`1 ´
ÿ
Cγpvpiq ˝ V q
iź
t“0
V pjtq.
Applying the same computation for 1 ď i ď k, we see that
‖V piq‖ ď Op‖vpiq‖q ď Op|u|q.
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We conclude
‖u ˝ V ‖k ď
∥
∥
∥pupkq ˝ V qpV 1qk ´ pu1 ˝ V qpvpkq ˝ V qpV 1qk`1
∥
∥
∥`Op|u|2q
“
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
`
upkq ˝ V ˘ p1` λpu1 ˝ V ´ 1qq ´ pu1 ˝ V q `λupkq ˝ V ˘
p1` λpu1 ˝ V ´ 1qqk`1
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
`Op|u|2q
“ p1´ λq
∥
∥
∥
∥
upkq ˝ V
p1` λpu1 ˝ V ´ 1qqk`1
∥
∥
∥
∥
`Op|u|2q ď p1´ λq|u| `Op|u|2q. 
Proof of Lemma 5.18 in the case |¨| “ ‖¨ ´ Id‖k,α for k ą 1. Whenever 1 ă i ď k we still have
‖V ‖ir,αs ď O
´
‖v‖ir,αs
¯
ď Op|u|q.
We also note ”
upiq ˝ V
ı
α
ď
”
upiq
ı
α
p1 ` ‖V 1 ´ 1‖q ď |u| `Op|u|2q.
Using the same computation as in the case |¨| “ ‖¨ ´ Id‖k, we have”
pu ˝ V qpkq
ı
α
ď p1´ λq
∣
∣
∣
∣
upkq ˝ V
p1` λpu1 ˝ V ´ 1qqk`1
∣
∣
∣
∣
`Op|u|2q ď p1 ´ λq|u| `Op|u|2q. 
Definition 5.19 (Discrete Isotopy). Let B P N. For each i “ 0, 1, . . . , B, we define the ith
B–step discrete isotopy map
DIiB : th P Diff1`pRq : ‖h´ Id‖1 ă 1u Ñ Diff1`pRq
as follows. Let h P Diff1`pRq satisfy ‖h´ Id‖1 ă 1. Consider the isotopy
Φpt, xq “ thpxq ` p1´ tqx, t P r0, 1s.
We set
gipxq “ Φpi{B, xq, hi “ gi ˝ g´1i´1,
and define DIiBphq “ hi.
Note that h “ś1B DIiBphq.
Lemma 5.20. Let B P N. If h P Diffkr,αs
Z
pRq satisfies that h0 “ 0 and is sufficiently Ckr,αs–close
to Id, then
∥
∥DIiBphq
∥
∥
kr,αs
ď 1
B
‖h‖kr,αs `O
´
‖h‖2kr,αs
¯
, i “ 1, 2, . . . , B.
Proof. Let |f | :“ ‖f ´ Id‖kr,αs. Set g0 :“ Id and
gi :“ i
B
h`
ˆ
1´ i
B
˙
Id “ 1
B ´ i` 1h`
ˆ
1´ 1
B ´ i` 1
˙
gi´1
for i ě 1. As above, we let
hi :“ gig´1i´1 “
1
B ´ i` 1hg
´1
i´1 `
ˆ
1´ 1
B ´ i` 1
˙
Id .
Applying Lemma 5.18 with u “ hg´1i´1 and λ “ 1{pB ´ i ` 1q, we see
|hg´1i | “ |hg´1i´1pgi´1g´1i q| ď
ˆ
1´ 1
B ´ i` 1
˙
|hg´1i´1|`Op|hg´1i´1|2q.
An easy induction shows that
|hg´1i | ď p1´ i{Bq|h| `Op|h|2q.
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It thus follows that
|hi| “ 1
B ´ i` 1 |hg
´1
i´1| ď
1
B
|h|`Op|h|2q. 
We can now define the spreading process ΩB for a general B P N. Conceptually, if gp0q “ 0
then ΩBpgq is obtained by applying Ω1 to the i–th B–step discrete isotopy from Id to g on the
i–th subinterval of r´2B, 2Bs.
Definition 5.21. For each B P N and for a sufficiently small ǫ ą 0, we define
ΩB : V
1
Z pǫq Ñ Diff1r´2B,2BspRq,
ΩBg “
1ź
i“B
T p´2B ´ 2` 4iq ˝ Ω1DIiB pT p´g0qgq ˝ T p2B ` 2´ 4iq.
Finally, we complete the proof of Lemma 5.14 as follows. Part (1) is clear. Part (2) is a
consequence of Lemma 5.8. The estimate of part (3) follows from Lemmas 5.15 and 5.20, as well
as our proof for the case B “ 1.
It is now immediate to see that the choices
‚ B “ 1 for k ě 2;
‚ B “ A for k “ 1,
together with the map Ψ “ ΩB ˝ Γ satisfy all the necessary conditions in Subsection 5.2. Theo-
rem 5.1 is thus established.
6. Critical regularity of groups of homeomorphisms
In this section, we wish to give and account of the state of the art of the critical regularity
problem for subgroups of Homeo`pMq, where M P tI, S1u with a view towards Mather’s results.
Due to the technically complicated nature of the subject, we do not pretend to give a self-
contained account, and we only offer the reader a general overview of the statements of the main
results. A precise formulation of the problem is as follows:
Problem 6.1. Let G ď Homeo`pMq be a subgroup. What is the value of
CritRegM pGq “ suptr | G is a subgroup of Diffr`pMqu?
Here, we are asking that G be realized as an abstract subgroup of Diffr`pMq, so that a
“smoothing” of G may not be topologically conjugate to the original realization of G as a group
of homeomorphisms. We will mostly be concerned with the case where G is a countable subgroup
of Homeo`pMq, and we will give some applications of the theory for countable subgroups to
continuous groups as well.
Observe that since it is defined as a supremum, CritRegM pGq may or may not be realized.
6.1. Critical regularity of specific groups. The starting point for investigating critical regu-
larity of groups if a result of Deroin–Kleptsyn–Navas [11], which shows that a countable subgroup
of Homeo`pMq is always topologically conjugate to a group of bi–Lipschitz homeomorphisms. Bi–
Lipschitz homeomorphisms are differentiable almost everywhere, and it is reasonable to consider
1 to be the absolute lower bound on the critical regularity of a countable group of homeomor-
phisms. There are, however, examples of countable groups of homeomorphisms which are not
realized by diffeomorphisms [9], which in higher regularity leads to the rather subtle ambiguity
of whether pkq ` 1 “ pk ` 1q, i.e. whether a countable group of Ck diffeomorphisms whose kth
derivatives are Lipschitz is realized as a group of Ck`1 diffeomorphisms. See Subsection 6.7
below.
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Generally speaking, Problem 6.1 is extremely difficult and practically inaccessible with current
technology for nearly all groups with finite critical regularity. For countable groups of diffeo-
morphisms, there are many groups for which the critical regularity is easily shown to be infinite
(such as abelian groups, free groups, etc.) whereas finite critical regularities are only known for
three essentially different examples.
For one, Navas [41] proved that the Grigorchuk-Machi group of intermediate growth has
critical regularity exactly 1 and that this regularity is realized.
The other two groups for which the critical regularity is known are both nilpotent. On the one
hand, the Plante–Thurston Theorem [43] implies that nilpotent groups have critical regularity
at most 2 (in fact they cannot be realized as groups of diffeomorphisms whose derivatives are
Lipschitz). On the other hand, Farb–Franks [17] and Jorquera [25] proved that finitely generated
torsion–free nilpotent groups can be realized as groups of diffeomorphisms for any M P tI, S1u.
Castro–Jorquera–Navas [10] proved that the integral Heisenberg group H has critical regularity
exactly 2. By the Plante–Thurston Theorem, this means that H can be realized as a subgroup of
Diff2´ǫpMq for every ǫ ą 0, and the critical regularity is not realized. Jorquera–Navas–Rivas [26]
proved that the group N4 of 4ˆ 4 integral unipotent matrices has critical regularity exactly 3{2
on the interval. It is not known whether or not this critical regularity is realized or not.
6.2. Higher regularity and other properties of groups. Higher regularity has several deep
and mysterious relations with other properties of groups. For one, higher regularity of group
actions is incompatible with Kazhdan’s property (T). Navas [40], building on work of Witte,
Ghys, and Burger–Monod [51, 19, 6] proved that if G is an infinite group with property (T)
then G is not contained in Diff1pIq, and that for all ǫ ą 0 we have that G is not a subgroup of
Diff1.5`ǫpS1q. Bader–Furman–Gelander–Monod [2] improved this latter estimate to show that
G is not a subgroup of Diff1.5pS1q. Thus, property (T) places a priori restrictions on the critical
regularity of a group of homeomorphisms.
Second, higher regularity of group actions puts nontrivial restrictions on the geometry of a
group. Specifically, Navas [41] proved that the if G ă Diff1`ǫpIq for ǫ ą 0 then G either has
polynomial growth or exponential growth. In particular, intermediate growth of a group places
a priori restrictions on the critical regularity of a group of homeomorphisms.
6.3. Compactness versus non–compactness and the Mu¨ller–Tsuboi flattening pro-
cess. Recall that we defined
Diff
kr,αs
I pRq “ tf P Diffkr,αs` pRq | supp f Ď Iu.
We clearly have that Diff
kr,αs
I pRq Ď Diffkr,αs` pIq. It is less clear that embeddings exist in the
other direction.
Theorem 6.1. There exists a C8–homeomorphism of I conjugating Diff
kr,αs
` pIq into Diffkr,αsI pRq.
Mu¨ller and Tsuboi (independently) discovered the Ck–cases [48], which was extended to Ck,α–
cases by the first two authors. In particular, the spectra of isomorphism types of finitely generated
subgroups coincide for Diff
kr,αs
` pIq and Diffkr,αsI pRq. We refer the reader to the appendix of [27]
for the proof of Theorem 6.1.
6.4. Technical tools and critical regularity ranges. In this subsection, we give two C1–
obstructions for group actions which were developed by Baik–Kim–Koberda and Kim–Koberda
in their investigation of the critical regularity of right-angled Artin groups and mapping class
groups of surfaces.
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6.4.1. The Two-jumps Lemma. The Two-jumps Lemma was developed by Baik–Kim–Koberda [4],
and very roughly says that two diffeomorphisms cannot pull points out of each others’ supports
on infinitely many small scales. The Two-jumps Lemma rules out a degree of what could be called
oscillatory behavior for pairs of diffeomorphisms. We remark that the difficulty of the result is
primarily in formulating the correct statement, whereas the proof is a relatively straightforward
application of the Mean Value Theorem. We state here a version which appears as Lemma 6.3
of [4], which is easier to parse than the most general statement:
Theorem 6.2 (Two–jumps Lemma, [4]). Let M P tI, S1u and let f, g : M Ñ M be continuous
maps. Suppose psiq, ptiq and pyiq are infinite sequences of points in M such that for each i ě 1,
one of the following two conditions hold:
(i) fpyiq ď si “ gpsiq ă yi ă ti “ fptiq ď gpyiq;
(ii) gpyiq ď ti “ fptiq ă yi ă si “ gpsiq ď fpyiq.
If |gpyiq ´ fpyiq| converges to 0 as i goes to infinity, then f or g fails to be C1.
Theorem 6.2 is illustrated in Figure 1.
fpyiq si yi ti gpyiq
f
gg
f
Figure 1. The Two–jumps Lemma.
The usefulness of the Two-jumps Lemma may not be immediately clear to the reader. To
suggest how it might be applied, the reader may consider a group G endowed with a hypothetical
faithful action on M of some sufficiently high regularity. Oftentimes, the algebraic structure of
G can be exploited to force any faithful action of G to admit elements whose actions satisfy the
hypotheses of the Two-jumps Lemma, whence one concludes that the hypothetical action did not
exist. The groups whose algebraic structure has been most amenable to this strategy are ones
which admit a complicated pattern of commuting elements and nonabelian free groups, such as
is found in many right-angled Artin groups.
6.4.2. The xa, b, ty Lemma. The xa, b, ty Lemma was developed by Kim–Koberda [28], and strictly
speaking it is a consequence of the Two-jumps Lemma. Its usefulness will be immediately clearer
to the reader, since the hypotheses are straightforward to parse and are (in principle) easy to
check. As opposed to the Two-jumps Lemma, the xa, b, ty Lemma has a much more involved
proof.
Theorem 6.3 (The xa, b, ty Lemma). Let ta, b, tu Ď Diff1pMq, and suppose that
supp aX supp b “ ∅.
Then the group xa, b, ty is not isomorphic to Z2 ˚ Z.
6.4.3. Applications. The Two-jumps Lemma and the xa, b, ty Lemma cannot, as far as we can
tell, be used to compute exact values of critical regularities of groups. However, they can be
used to give upper bounds on the critical regularities of large classes of groups. We will state
precisely the conclusions one can draw from right-angled Artin groups and mapping class groups
of surfaces.
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Theorem 6.4 (See [28]). Let ApΓq be a right-angled Artin group. Then exactly one of the
following conclusions holds:
(1) The group ApΓq decomposes as a (possibly trivial) direct product of groups, each of
which is a (possibly trivial) free product of free abelian groups. In this case, we have
CritRegM pApΓqq “ 8;
(2) We have CritRegpApΓqq P r1, 2s.
One of the original motivations behind the development of Theorem 6.4 was the study of
mapping class group actions on one–manifolds, which has a very rich history (see [16, 15]). Here,
S will be an orientable finite-type surface with genus g and a total of n punctures and boundary
components. By analogy to Theorem 6.4, we have the following result:
Theorem 6.5 (See [4]). Let ModpSq be the mapping class group of an orientable surface S.
Then exactly one of the following conclusions holds:
(1) There is a finite index subgroup G ď ModpSq such that CritRegM pGq “ 8. In this case,
we have 3g ´ 3` n ď 1 and the surface is sporadic;
(2) If G ď ModpSq is a finite index subgroup which lies in Homeo`pMq then CritRegM pGq P
r1, 2s.
In the second conclusion of Theorem 6.5, we need to assume that the groupG lies in Homeo`pMq
since we do not know if mapping class groups always admit such subgroups. In particular, if
n “ 0 and g ě 2 then it is unknown if mapping class groups are virtually linearly (or even
cyclically) orderable.
6.5. The critical regularity spectrum. We now consider the converse of Problem 6.1, which
is to say we start with an α P r1,8q and attempt to produce a countable group with that critical
regularity. The set of values α for which this is possible is called the critical regularity spectrum
of Homeo`pMq. It turns out that one can do much more than just populate the whole critical
regularity spectrum.
For a concave modulus α or for α P t0, bvu, the set of all countable subgroups of Diffk,α` pMq
is denoted as Gk,αpMq. The strongest succinct result as obtained by Kim–Koberda [27] can be
stated as follows:
Theorem 6.6. For each k P N, and for each concave modulus µ " ω1, there exists a finitely
generated group Q “ Qpk, µq ď Diffk,µ` pIq such that the following hold.
(i) rQ,Qs is simple and every proper quotient of Q is abelian;
(ii) if α “ bv, or if α is a concave modulus satisfying µ " α ąk 0, then
rQ,Qs R Gk,αpIq Y Gk,αpS1q.
Here, the notation α ąk 0 means that for some δ ą 0 we have
lim
tÑ`0
sup
0ăxăδ
tk´1αptxq{αpxq “ 0.
This is equivalent to saying that either k ą 1 or α is sub-tame. The notation α ! µ means
lim
xÑ`0
αpxq logKp1{xq
µpxq “ 0
for all K ą 0. We obtain the following immediate consequence:
Corollary 6.7. For all α P r1,8q, there exists a finitely generated group and a countable simple
group with critical regularity exactly α. Moreover, for all α there exist examples for which the
critical regularity is achieved and for which the critical regularity is not achieved.
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The proof of Theorem 6.6 is very complicated, and to our knowledge even the weaker statement
of Corollary 6.7 does not admit a proof which is essentially simpler than that of the full strength
result. To give the reader a vague sketch, we note that the xa, b, ty Lemma is one of the seeds
which makes Theorem 6.6 plausible. Aside from that, one needs to develop several further tools.
One is a dynamical interpretation of regularity of diffeomorphisms, combined with a recipe for
producing diffeomorphisms of a given regularity. Then, one needs a combinatorial apparatus to
make sense of certain groups of diffeomorphisms move points faster than any “comparable” group
of diffeomorphisms with strictly higher regularity. Finally, one analyzes the supports of elements
to show that a certain tailor-made group of diffeomorphisms admits no faithful representations
in strictly higher regularity.
6.6. Applications to continuous groups. We now connect critical regularity back to the
algebraic structure of full diffeomorphism groups, and in particular Mather’s results. Critical
regularity gives control over the existence of nontrivial homomorphisms between diffeomorphism
groups. In these situations, one often encounters the phenomenon of automatic continuity. A
result of Mann says that ifX is a compact manifold and if Homeo0pXq denotes the group of home-
omorphisms of X which are isotopic to the identity then any homomorphism from Homeo0pXq
to a separable topological group is automatically continuous (see [33]). In particular, this can be
used to show that Homeo0pXq does not admit nontrivial homomorphisms into diffeomorphisms
of higher regularity (i.e. the full group Homeo0pXq admits no algebraic smoothings).
Recall we have set
DpM ; k, αq :“
#
Diffk,αc pRq if M “ R,
Diffk,α` pS1q if M “ S1.
In the notation of Theorem 6.6, if µ " α ąk 0 then we may view elements of DpM ; k, αq as
elements of DpM ; k, µq, since α a stronger modulus of continuity than µ. Thus, there are obvious
injective homomorphisms DpM ; k, αq Ñ DpM ; k, µq. As for maps going the other way, there are
almost no abstract homomorphisms at all.
Combining Theorem 6.6 with Mather’s Theorem 1.6, we have the following result (cf. Corol-
lary 1.8):
Theorem 6.8. Let k P N and let µ " α ąk 0 be concave moduli of continuity. Then every homo-
morphism DpM ; k, µq Ñ DpM ; k, αq has abelian image. If k R t1, 2u then every homomorphism
DpM ; k, µq Ñ DpM ; k, αq has trivial image. Moreover, if k “ 1 suppose that µ is sup-tame, and
if k “ 2 suppose that µ is sub-tame. Then every homomorphism DpM ; k, µq Ñ DpM ; k, αq has
trivial image.
In Theorem 6.8, note that we make no assumptions about continuity of the homomorphisms in
question. We remark that Mann [32] proved Theorem 6.8 for Ho¨lder continuity moduli r ą s ě 2.
Compare this theorem with a more delicate result of Corollary 1.8.
The proof of Theorem 6.8 is straightforward from Mather’s Theorem and Theorem 6.6.
Namely, let µ and α be given and let Q be the group furnished by Theorem 6.6. Then Theo-
rem 6.6 shows that rQ,Qs lies in the kernel of any homomorphism DpM ; k, µq Ñ DpM ; k, αq,
so that no such homomorphism is injective. Since rDpM ; k, µq,DpM ; k, µqs is simple, the first
conclusion of Theorem 6.8 follows. Under the further assumptions on µ, we have that DpM ; k, µq
is simple, whence the remaining conclusions of Theorem 6.8 follow.
6.7. Some open problems. We close by drawing the reader’s attention to some open problems
which persist in the theory of critical regularity of group actions and in the context of Mather’s
Theorem.
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Question 6.9. Let k P N and let G be a countable subgroup of Diffk,LippMq. Does G admit an
injective homomorphism into Diffk`1pMq?
We note that the methods of [27] are not suitable for resolving Question 6.9. Thurston stability
can be used to show that the answer is no for k “ 0 [9].
Remark 6.10. At the time of the writing of this survey, recent joint work of Kim–Koberda–
Mann–Wolff has shown that the answer to Question 6.9 is indeed no for all k.
Question 6.11. Is there a countable group G such that CritRegpGq “ 8 but such that G is not
a subgroup of Diff8pMq?
It seems likely that the answer to Question 6.11 is yes.
Question 6.12. Let ApΓq be a right-angled Artin group of finite critical regularity. What is
CritRegpApΓqq?
It seems likely that CritRegpApΓqq depends on the structure of Γ. Perhaps the simplest
right-angled Artin group whose critical regularity is unknown is pF2 ˆ Zq ˚ Z.
Question 6.13. For which r P r1,8q is there a finitely presented group of critical regularity
exactly r?
We will not speculate as to the answer to Question 6.13. The possible values of r will form a
countable set, and t1, 1.5, 2u are all possible values of r.
Recall we have proved that Diff1,α` pS1q is perfect whenever α is sup-tame. The following
question is not covered by the method described here.
Question 6.14. Is the group Diff1,α` pS1q perfect for αpsq “ s logp1{sq?
Note that it is an open question whether or not there exists a non-minimal C1,α action on S1
with an irrational rotation number, for the same α [24, 42]. Finally, we reiterate the primary
unsolved problem around Mather’s Theorem:
Question 6.15. Is the group Diff2cpRq perfect?
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